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Preface

A Change in the Landscape

Imagine a war that involves no physical violence. The stakes are the ones 
typically addressed: territory, economic resources, control over an enemy 
population, defense of one’s own population, and intangibles like honor, 
glory, freedom, adventure, fear, greed, revenge, and justice. There is pain. 
There are serious injuries. But not a single drop of blood is spilled. No one 
loses an arm or a leg. No bodies need to be buried. The war has a physical 
dimension, but only with regard to the equipment being used.

Now imagine a movement to end war permanently. It is successful. Like 
all efforts at peacemaking, it emphasizes nonphysical strategies such as bar-
gaining, reminders of the consequences of war, and appeals to love, kind-
ness, international order, fairness, and dignity. And yet this effort relies on 
the very same physical tools that the makers of war employ, and even per-
suades them to stop using those tools.

Neither of these scenarios is at present a reality. But in the early twenty- 
fi rst century the two are closer to being realized than at any previous time 
in human history. In both cases the reason is the same: mass communica-
tion. For more than a century it has been remaking war and efforts to end 
war, and we are only just beginning to understand the full scope of the 
change.

Consider some of the things that have been happening around us in re-
cent years. On the tele vi sion screen we see images of war that affect us 
deeply and that seem to confront us in an almost endless stream, as planes 
crash into two towers in New York City, a po liti cal leader struts on the deck 
of an aircraft carrier in a pi lot’s jumpsuit, soldiers with dogs compel prison-
ers to perform obscene acts, and newscasters interview totemic dignitaries 
about “late- breaking developments” in long- running military confl icts. 
Other media affect us just as deeply. For example, at an Academy Awards 
ceremony in Hollywood, many of the fi lms being honored are about war, 
even including one that is about a photograph, in this case an image of six 
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x  Preface

marines and a fl ag that was once raised during a battle. The military itself 
uses media as a weapon, both for persuasion and for combat. Thus in the 
sky over a battlefi eld, an airplane drops a hundred thousand leafl ets urging 
one side in the confl ict to surrender to the other, and at a military press 
conference, a briefi ng offi cer awes reporters with the latest videotape of a 
laser- guided bombing mission shot by a camera mounted in the nose of 
a plane. Meanwhile, on the wall of a building on a university campus, a care-
fully designed poster seeks to persuade students to enlist in the military.

The enemy also exploits mass communication. On the screen of a laptop 
computer, a patron in a coffee bar views a clandestinely produced videotape 
of a bearded man who employs fear as a weapon by saying he intends to 
make war against all unbelievers. The public participates as, on a home 
computer, a boy enthusiastically plays a war game that was given to him by 
his father as a birthday present. We are reminded of the emotional scars 
that can be left by wars as a newspaper editorial urges necessary improve-
ments in medical care for troops and asks why the predictable need to treat 
their psychological wounds was not adequately addressed before they  were 
sent into battle. Peacemakers play their roles. In the mailbox of a  house in a 
wealthy suburban neighborhood, a letter waits to be opened, asking for a 
cash donation to relieve the sufferings of refugees caught in a war on an-
other continent. On a radio talk show, an interviewer converses with the 
head of a human rights group about a proposed peace conference. Even 
reputation becomes an element in the calculus of war and peace as, in an 
academic journal, an article about opinion polling shows how the most 
powerful nation in the world is losing the trust of other nations, not only 
because of that nation’s conduct in a certain war in progress but also be-
cause of the country’s failure to use mass communication effectively as a 
tool for garnering allies.

In these and numerous similar instances we are reminded of the remark-
able degree to which war and efforts to end war have become intertwined 
with large- scale communication, and we can sense the growing importance 
of intangibles in matters that used to be determined more physically. We 
think of war as something fought with swords and guns and gas and bombs 
and planes and missiles, but gradually it has evolved to include propaganda 
campaigns and tele vi sion at the battlefront and strategic use of the Inter-
net. Peace initiatives are exhibiting similar changes. By their very nature 
they have always emphasized matters of the mind and spirit. But because of 
access to mass communication, they are now more able to circumvent and 
counter the material elements of armed confl ict that have overwhelmed 
them in the past. War continues to create bloodshed and bodily injury and 
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Preface  xi

death. But more and more it is becoming a battle for the mind, with 
thoughts being employed to defeat other thoughts, and raising the possibil-
ity of spiritual rather than physical annihilation. Efforts to end war are 
changing as well. Almost as if in a contest with those who pursue war, 
peacemakers are becoming increasingly ingenious in using the tools of 
mass dissemination for persuasion.

If we wish to know where these long- term changes in the nature of war 
and peacemaking are likely to take us next, it is essential that we know 
where they came from and what seeds of the future are now being planted. 
The purpose of this book is to provide a cogent exploration of those matters, 
one that is useful as an introduction for general readers and as a framework 
for specialists.

I approach the problem historically. By going back to the years 1850– 
1914, we can see the roots of our present- day situation, as war began to 
be  deeply affected by the industrialization of communication and the 
emergence of the phenomenon we have come to call mass society. The 
story then moves to 1914– 1918 and the First World War, when mass com-
munication offi cially became a weapon of military confl ict. After that war, 
peacemakers and liberal constitutional states tried to use mass communica-
tion to prevent future confl icts. But nations ruled by dictators took control 
of their media and began another world war, in which every person’s expe-
rience was even more deeply affected by the increasing power of mass com-
munication. Then in the cold war that followed, from 1945 until 1991, mass 
communication became so important that for the fi rst time in history, one 
could speak of a war that, despite episodes of physical violence, was fought 
primarily through symbols. The intermingling of physical and nonphysical 
warfare has continued since 1991, with a growing number of nation- states 
as well as nongovernmental groups throughout the world becoming in-
volved. During these same years, often with a surprising degree of success, 
peacemakers have used mass communication to keep alive the possibility 
that at some point war in any form might no longer exist. We cannot say 
with certainty what will happen next. But it is clear that important clues 
to the future of war and peace lie in understanding how they have already 
been shaped by technologically amplifi ed communication directed at bil-
lions of people.
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 1

 1 WAR ENCOUNTERS MASS 

COMMUNICATION

1850–1914

In January 1815 in southern Louisiana, an army of four thousand Ameri-
cans defeated a British force of eight thousand at the Battle of New Or-
leans. This encounter effectively ended the War of 1812. Both sides dis-
played gallantry and strategic brilliance, and the battle helped to set an 
American general, Andrew Jackson, on the road to becoming president of 
his country. But the Battle of New Orleans is perhaps most signifi cant be-
cause of its redundancy. Across the Atlantic, on December 24, 1814, British 
and American diplomats had already agreed on terms of peace. News of the 
treaty did not arrive in America until February.

In the early nineteenth century, delays in vital information  were typical 
of warfare. Battlefi eld communication was extensive and energetic but de-
pendent on a limited range of techniques, such as oratory, individual con-
versation, pennants, and notes transmitted by runners,  horses, and ships. 
Some of the methods of communication  were ingenious. Armies used car-
rier pigeons and, by the late eigh teenth century, balloons. Even more re-
sourceful was the military network of towers six to ten miles apart between 
Strasbourg and Paris that the French built in the 1790s. Men with tele-
scopes sat on top of each structure ready to send and receive messages. 
Provided the weather was clear, soldiers sent messages in code based on the 
manipulation of semaphores consisting of three sections of wood alter-
nately painted black and white. At night, messages  were sent by lanterns. 
The towers  were fi rst used in 1794 to carry the offi cial report of the French 
victory over Austria at Condé. By 1812 the semaphores had expanded to 
220 stations serving most of France. In the 1830s similar networks  were 
operating in Rus sia, En gland, and other Eu ro pe an countries. But even in 
these cases, military communication failed to keep pace with military 
action.1

The ability to provide the general population with the latest informa-
tion about warfare was also limited. London papers did not publish news of 
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2  Chapter 1

the great British naval victory at the Battle of Trafalgar, fought off the At-
lantic coast of Spain on October 21, 1805, until November 7. News of the 
Duke of Wellington’s decisive victory over Napoleon on June 18, 1815, at 
the Battle of Waterloo in Belgium was not published in London until June 
24. Nor did generals typically consider the potential role of the press as a 
tool for persuading mass audiences. Realizing that pop u lar appeal was es-
sential if he wished to retain power, Napoleon vigorously used and con-
trolled the press to serve his ends, anticipating the expanded role that jour-
nalism was to play later in the nineteenth century. But Napoleon was an 
exception. Most commanders  were more like Wellington. He was some-
what sensitive to the importance of communication to promote mass ap-
peal. He was capable of projecting great compassion for his troops, who in 
most cases  were from the lower levels of society. And he regularly pub-
lished reports on his campaigns in London’s offi cial newspaper, the Ga-

zette. But Wellington did not extensively explore the use of strategic com-
munication with the public, and he kept journalists away from his camp 
and the battlefi eld for fear that they would disclose secret information.2

Soon, however, indications began to appear of a revolution in communi-
cation that would greatly alter the conduct of war, the provision of news 
about war, and efforts to prevent war.

The Press Expands Its Reach

News sheets— that is, small leafl ets containing fragmentary information— 
were a common feature of mass communication in the sixteenth century. 
Newspapers did not emerge until the seventeenth century. During the 
Thirty Years’ War (1618– 1648), printers turned a profi t by selling broad-
sheets that offered the latest information on troop movements and battles 
won and lost in continental Eu rope. The London Gazette, possibly the 
world’s fi rst printed periodical, appeared in 1666. By the 1700s, newspapers 
proliferated in every Western country, offering not only news but also 
strongly worded opinions. The fi rst daily newspaper in London was the 
Daily Courant (1702). A colonial imitator, the New En gland Daily Courant, 
appeared in Boston in 1721. The fi rst daily newspaper in France was the 
Journal de Paris, founded in 1777. By the late 1700s, the power of newspapers 
was widely recognized. Governments sought to control printers and the 
circulation of ideas they made possible. The press became known as “the 
fourth estate,” a power in society that expressed the voice of the people and 
was on a par with monarchs, parliaments, and or ga nized religion.

During the nineteenth century, the press gradually extended its reach, 
propelled by broad transformations affecting all of society. In the 1830s the 
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War Encounters Mass Communication  3

fi rst railroads appeared. Soon thereafter machine- powered ships became 
more common. These improvements made it easier for people to engage in 
face- to- face exchange of information, and to transport recorded informa-
tion such as books, magazines, and newspapers. Correspondence prolifer-
ated as well. The British invented the adhesive postage stamp in 1840, and 
expansion of the postal ser vices followed, making it easier for reporters to 
transmit foreign news to their home offi ces and for readers with the neces-
sary fi nancial means to subscribe to papers printed in locales far from their 
home towns and cities.

Important transformations resulted from improved scientifi c under-
standing of the fundamental natural force of electromagnetism. In 1837 an 
American, Samuel F. B. Morse, invented the electrical telegraph. The fi rst 
commercial telegraph in the United States— between Washington, D.C., 
and Baltimore— appeared in 1844. The British established the fi rst com-
mercial telegraph link in 1838, and they had a public telegraph ser vice by 
1851. Telegraphy not only increased the speed of communication but also 
made possible the founding of wire ser vices, nation- based syndicates that 
operated on several continents to gather news and transmit it to papers in 
the home country and elsewhere. Wire ser vices supplied foreign news to 
papers that could not afford their own international correspondents, and 
often provided a low- cost supplement to larger papers that could. Charles 
Havas led the way, establishing the world’s fi rst wire ser vice, in France, in 
1835. By 1850, through aggressive marketing, polished writing and editing, 
translation ser vices, personal connections, use of carrier pigeons when 
telegraph lines  were not available, and bribery of editors and government 
offi cials, Havas gained a near monopoly over distributing foreign news in 
France. Imitators quickly appeared in other countries, including the Asso-
ciated Press in the United States (founded in 1848), Reuters in Britain 
(1849), and the Wolff agency in Germany (1849).

By far the most consequential transformations involved the use of print-
ing presses. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Koenig steam 
press made possible the printing of a thousand newspapers per hour. The 
speed increased to ten thousand per hour by 1848 with the introduction of 
cylinders instead of fl at beds. The linotype was invented in 1886; it made 
possible the mechanized, rapid setting of type for printing— a development 
as important as the invention of movable type by Gutenberg in 1453 to pro-
duce the fi rst printed edition of the Bible in 1455. In 1880 the New York 

Graphic printed the fi rst halftone photographs.
By the late nineteenth century, every industrialized nation had its 

powerful newspapers, like the Morning Chronicle (1789) and The Times in 
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4  Chapter 1

Britain (founded in London as the Daily Universal Register in 1785), and the 
New York Times (founded in 1851) in the United States. Many of the papers 
served a combination of audiences. For example, in En gland the Manchester 

Guardian (founded in 1821) and the London Financial Times (founded in 
1888), and in the United States the Wall Street Journal (founded in 1889), 
served business audiences but also provided articles for middle- class read-
ers generally. The “confessional” press, made up of religiously oriented pa-
pers such as the Christian Science Monitor in the United States and L’Osservatore 

Romano, published by the Vatican, followed a similar strategy of building 
outward from a core constituency. There  were also papers explicitly de-
signed as the organs of mass po liti cal parties, such as Vorwärts (Forward), 
founded in 1884 as the organ of the German Socialist Party. These papers 
included serious opinion and reportage, although they  were extremely 
slanted and written in highly dramatic prose to appeal to their politicized 
audiences.

Through most of the early and mid- nineteenth century, the press di-
rected its reportage and commentary to upper- and upper- middle- class 
audiences. These  were the groups that had the greatest power within gov-
ernments, the greatest ability to buy printed matter, the highest levels of 
formal education, and the most extensive social connections with rulers 
and opinion leaders. But as the century progressed, the focus changed to 
include wider segments of the population. Because of industrialization, 
large numbers of people moved to cities, where they increased their earn-
ing power and gained greater access to education as well as participation in 
the po liti cal pro cess, through voting and other means such as public dem-
onstrations. City dwellers lived close together but did not always know one 
another personally. They sometimes came together in crowds focused on 
a fl eeting interest they shared in common. They  were the “masses.”3 The 
term began to supplant the older terms “the mob” and “the crowd.” In its 
new uses the word evoked scientifi c descriptions of the packing together of 
elements in molecules as well as images of factory workers brought close 
together in their workplaces.

The large populations of cities had to develop ways of coming and going 
that preserved public order. They needed information to deal with the 
urban environment and to fi nd meaning and reassurance in it. Some needs 
could be met by non- print means: parades, po liti cal canvassing, hand- 
painted announcements and illustrations on walls, or rabblerousing oratory 
in squares and at local assembly halls. But the most effective tool for pro-
viding information and meaning proved to be the press. Supplementing 
the elite press, newspapers, magazines, and other forms of print began to 
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War Encounters Mass Communication  5

appear to serve middle- and working- class audiences. Publications of this 
kind, designed for very large sales, had almost nothing to say about culture 
and politics but instead concentrated on police news, sports, health, gossip, 
scandals, family matters, games, jobs, and neighborhoods. The fi rst mass- 
circulation newspaper was probably the New York Sun, established in 1833, 
which sold for a penny. The fi rst cheap newspaper in Britain was the Daily 

Telegraph, established in 1855.
In Britain the leader in pop u lar journalism was Alfred Harmsworth, 

who later became Lord Northcliffe. Not well educated, but possessing a 
keen awareness of the average person’s tastes, he undertook freelance writ-
ing of mass- market books in the 1880s, publishing titles such as One Thou-

sand Ways to Earn a Living and All about Our Railways. In London in 1887, 
using his life savings, he founded Answers, a pop u lar weekly that served up 
gossip, very simple summaries of the news, and urban trivia. Within fi ve 
years the publication netted sales of more than 1 million copies a week. In 
1896 he founded the Daily Mail, a half- penny morning newspaper that an-
nounced its purpose as providing “all the news in the smallest space.” The 
paper gave great attention to news of the empire, while adopting a conde-
scending or belligerent attitude toward other powers. Exciting articles 
reported on new fads like motoring and fl ying. The Daily Mail fi nanced 
overseas expeditions to exotic lands. Special articles appealed to women. 
The paper gave prizes for skill in gardening and  house hold management. 
Northcliffe’s riches, combined with his purchase of The Times in 1908, con-
fi rmed his place in the establishment and symbolized the ever- growing 
reach of the pop u lar press.4

The two most powerful mass- audience papers in the United States  were 
Joseph Pulitzer’s World in New York City (1883) and William Randolph 
Hearst’s New York Journal (1895). Both published material of interest to 
educated readers but depended on sensationalism for their large sales. 
Crime stories  were a staple. Pulitzer employed headlines like “Was He a 
Suicide?” and “Screaming for Mercy.” He also exploited the device of the 
urban crusade, simultaneously battling for improvements in the lives of 
the working class and feeding the public appetite for titillating detail. In a 
heat wave in 1883 the World reported on the sufferings of immigrants in 
tenements in stories that carried headlines like “How Babies Are Baked” 
and “Burning Babies Fall from the Roof.” Hearst began in California as 
publisher of the San Francisco Examiner, which he inherited from his father. 
Its marketing of crime and scandal earned him the money to buy the Jour-

nal in New York City. He and Pulitzer  were soon conducting circulation 
wars as they drove the price of their papers ever lower, stole each other’s 
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6  Chapter 1

reporters, and sought new ways of grabbing attention, from attacking each 
other’s integrity to enlarging their Sunday supplements. In 1897 editors at 
other papers began calling the approach of the two press magnates “yellow 
kid journalism,” noting the coincidence that both Pulitzer and Hearst pub-
lished an eye- catching comic strip called “The Yellow Kid,” which exploited 
the newly invented technique of color printing. Commentators quickly 
shortened this to “yellow journalism.” The term became a synonym for 
sensationalism.5

Continental publishers repeated the British and American pattern of mass 
journalism. In 1890 the French pop u lar newspaper Le Petit Journal attained a 
circulation of a million copies. It epitomized “the boulevard press,” as ob-
servers collectively termed the sensational papers in France. In Paris, by 
1913, total newspaper circulation reached 6 million copies daily; with a few 
pop u lar papers such as Le Petit Journal, Le Matin, and l’Echo de Paris account-
ing for 5 million of the copies. In Germany, in the capital city of Berlin, 
between 1885 and 1913 total newspaper circulation doubled from approxi-
mately 8 million to 16 million. The Berliner Lokal- Anzeiger and the Berliner 

Morgenpost each sold over 200,000 copies a day after 1900. By the turn of the 
century, in greater Berlin, which by then had a population of 3.5 million, 
there  were more than 1 million newspaper subscribers. Even a small country 
like Hungary had more than fi ve hundred daily and weekly papers. The in-
fl uence of journalism on such a vast scale was not merely cultural; it was also 
physically apparent. Every large city had its newsstands, kiosks, and railway 
shops where books, magazines, and newspapers  were sold, and passers- by 
 were attracted by the cries of newsboys and the sight of large- print headlines. 
In addition, nearly every large city had its own press district, like Fleet Street 
in London and the Zeitungsviertel (newspaper quarter) in Berlin, where one 
found the large clusters of buildings that  housed the editorial and business 
offi ces and the massive machinery needed to produce the printed matter. 
Many newspapers had special addresses, for example, Printing  House Square 
for The Times in London and Herald Square and Times Square in New York 
City. More than in any previous era, the “fourth estate” profoundly infl u-
enced the perceptions of every member of society.6

The Press Sells War

For all the publications, both middle class and lower class, war, the coming 
of war, and the aftermath of war  were important topics. During the nine-
teenth century, newspaper editors and publishers increasingly realized that 
they could affect the way the state conducted war, because the press con-
trolled many kinds of information and was able to persuade the citizenry of 
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War Encounters Mass Communication  7

the desirability of one form of state conduct over another. Governments 
had their own sources of information and ways of communicating, but in-
creasingly they turned to the privately owned press for assistance. Gradu-
ally assuming the role of the old royal court circulars, the press became the 
source of announcements about day- to- day government functions, such as 
appearances of the monarch, meeting times of legislatures, and opportuni-
ties to bid on contracts. The press provided daily information on the econ-
omy, and listed arrivals and departures of ships. All of these matters  were 
useful to the state. The press also gathered foreign news that states found 
valuable, supplementing and sometimes even factually contradicting the 
information obtained by governments through their own channels, embas-
sies, and military reconnaissance. These developments gave the press an 
ever- increasing presence in matters related to war and peace.7

By the time of the Crimean War (1854– 1856), the press was transform-
ing the way that audiences received their information about military con-
fl ict. William Howard Russell, the foreign correspondent for The Times of 
London, exemplifi ed the pro cess. An adventurer who had made his reputa-
tion covering British diffi culties in Ireland, Russell went to the Crimea on 
assignment from the great mid- Victorian editor in chief of The Times, Wil-
liam Delane, who had a prescient understanding of the market value of war 
news. In his telegraph dispatches home, Russell immortalized the story of 
the gallant but foolhardy Charge of the Light Brigade, disclosed shocking 
ineffi ciencies in British supply operations, and called attention to the cru-
elly inadequate treatment of the wounded, inspiring Florence Nightingale 
to or ga nize her celebrated expedition of nurses.

Russell also covered the American Civil War (1861– 1865). By that time 
he and his paper  were such a presence in foreign news reporting that, upon 
meeting him, President Abraham Lincoln commented: “Mr. Russell, I am 
very glad to make your acquaintance and to see you in this country. The 
London Times is one of the greatest powers in the world— in fact, I don’t 
know anything which has much more power— except the Mississippi. I am 
glad to know you as its Minister.”8 In the North, however, Russell soon 
found himself unwelcome because he and his paper had adopted the side of 
the Confederacy. In any case, Russell was not part of a large international 
contingent. Only a few other foreign journals, including the Daily Telegraph 
and Daily News of London, sent correspondents to the United States. Most 
Eu ro pe an papers simply lifted stories from the many American papers that 
 were covering the confl ict in detail.

American journalism during the Civil War proved to be of great inter-
national importance. More than ever before, the telegraph became a factor, 
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8  Chapter 1

not only militarily but also in terms of reportage, as the North cut lines to 
the South to paralyze Confederate communication and censor news. By the 
1860s, the United States had fi fty thousand miles of telegraph line in the 
eastern states. The cost of transmission was high, but newspapers discov-
ered that they could profi tably carry two or three pages of the latest infor-
mation about battles, giving the public a growing sense of participation. 
Military censorship was extensive, the quality of analysis in most dispatches 
was poor, and factual errors  were frequent, especially when papers relied on 
thousands of part- time amateur correspondents recruited to fi ll the bur-
geoning demand for news. This was nevertheless war reportage on a larger 
scale than ever before. Visual journalism supplemented print. Illustrated 
journals like Harper’s and Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Weekly followed the war 
closely. Leslie’s had a staff of eighty artists and published over three thou-
sand sketches and drawings of battles and other war scenes over the four 
years of the confl ict. Photography, invented in 1827, also advanced coverage 
of war news. Newspapers did not yet have the capacity to print halftone 
blocks, so no photographs appeared there. But exhibitions brought the 
powerful visual work of Matthew Brady and other Civil War photogra-
phers to large audiences. Indirectly, the camera even altered the pro cess of 
grieving. In newspapers and magazines, military authorities placed pen- 
and- ink sketches drawn from photographs of soldiers who had died in bat-
tle in the effort to locate survivors, as people attempted to learn the fate of 
friends and relatives by every available means.9

In succeeding years the relationship between the conduct of war and the 
reporting of war became ever more intense. Newspapers and magazines 
reported on military buildups, economic matters such as railway construc-
tion that might affect the war, battles and their aftermath, and the admin-
istration of territory won or lost in battle. When at liberty to do so, the 
press also published well- argued, often eloquent analysis and opinion about 
decision making related to war and peace. These refl ections  were some-
times at odds with government policies. For example, in France in 1898, in 
the Paris literary newspaper L’Aurore (The Dawn), the journalist Émile 
Zola published J’Accuse, a series of dramatic disclosures written in the form 
of an open letter to the president of France about the wrongful conviction 
and imprisonment of Alfred Dreyfus, a Jew who was a captain in the French 
army. The articles sparked sensational trials and a long- running debate 
about anti- Semitism, bribery, and ineffi ciency in the French military, and 
brought international embarrassment to France before Dreyfus was rein-
stated with full military honors in 1906. Similarly, in 1908, when the Daily 

Telegraph of London reported intemperate, belligerent remarks made by 
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War Encounters Mass Communication  9

Kaiser William II about the possibility of war, the information caused an 
escalation of international tensions and led to strong criticism of the em-
peror in German papers, even though offi cial censorship was part of the 
German scene.10

Because it spoke to so many basic human appetites and needs, news of 
war generated large sales. Cheering for one’s side in a war or a run- up to 
war offered the vicarious pleasures of sport and provided a sense of belong-
ing and participation that helped to counter feelings of alienation experi-
enced by city dwellers who found the urban environment puzzling or frus-
trating. News of war offered escape and adventure, and helped readers to 
determine whether armed confl icts far and near would affect their daily 
routines. Newspaper readers wanted maps of city life. The detailed and 
instantaneous information they received about the urban environment also 
created expectations for information about activity in the nation as a  whole, 
and in the world beyond state borders, in so far as it impinged on local 
life— as war increasingly did. Newspapers published war- related maps, 
illustrations, detailed statistics, and eyewitness accounts. The people who 
controlled such information could exert great infl uence. In the United States, 
William Randolph Hearst helped to precipitate the Spanish- American War 
(1898) by publishing stories implicating Spain in the sabotage of the battle-
ship USS Maine. Hearst’s star correspondent Richard Harding Davis 
became famous for his reports on the war, such as his elegiac account 
“The Death of Rodriguez” and his stirring description of the charge of 
the “Rough Riders” volunteer cavalry up San Juan Hill (originally known 
as Kettle Hill), which helped the rising po liti cal star Theodore Roo se velt 
gain national fame.

In the Anglo- Boer War (1899– 1902), battle reportage reached a new 
scale. The war was Britain’s attempt to drive out or at least control Dutch 
farmers within its colonial territory and in neighboring areas, and to lessen 
the infl uence of Germans who supported the Boers. At one point there 
 were some two hundred full- time journalists covering the confl ict, a his-
toric high. The Times alone had twenty. Throughout the war, the British 
populace eagerly bought up editions reporting the news from South Africa; 
men wearing sandwich boards displaying the latest headlines walked 
through city streets hawking the papers. By now readers believed that a 
paper’s point of view could affect the outcome of a war. When the Manches-

ter Guardian took a position against the confl ict, police had to guard the 
building for several months to protect the staff from mobs gathered out-
side.11 The young Winston Churchill greatly advanced his career through 
the exciting eyewitness accounts of action that he wrote for the British 
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10  Chapter 1

Morning Post while serving as a lieutenant in the South African Light 
 Horse.12

Tensions between military authorities and journalists covering the war, 
echoing the preceding century and heralding a theme of the century ahead, 
 were much in evidence. Correspondents wore military- style uniforms and 
in other ways had links to the military. But most se nior offi cers manifested 
the view that reporters  were merely members of the lower class who de-
served disdain. Access to telegraph lines and postal ser vices was poor. The 
papers often treated rumors as fact, rushing to print any information that 
might beat the competition.13 In spite of the large number of publications 
in Britain at the time and the vast resources at their disposal, the press per-
formed poorly. British readers  were used to accounts of easy victories in 
colonial wars against badly equipped native tribes. They could not accept 
the fact that the Boers  were a skilled, well- equipped fi ghting force using 
guerrilla warfare. Instead of recording the facts they witnessed, which 
would have challenged British perceptions, reporters and newspaper pro-
prietors pandered to readers’ desires for reassurance. In 1900, when the 
Boers surrounded British troops in the small town of Mafeking and laid 
siege to it for 217 days, the press turned the engagement into an epic strug-
gle. The Boers, usually skillful, did not manage the siege well. They al-
lowed mail ser vice and telegraph lines to stay open. Their bombardments 
of the town  were in effec tive and frequently off target, and many of their 
shells proved to be duds. The Boers mounted attacks but never with deci-
sive force. The British general, Robert Baden- Powell, sent messages back 
to Britain that usually expressed the literal truth, but in a style and tone 
that conveyed stiff- upper- lip, plucky British demeanor. “One or two small 
fi eld guns shelling the town. Nobody cares,” he wrote in a typical dispatch. 
Readers at home chose to believe that the army was in a struggle to rival 
great imperial battles of the past. Five British war correspondents  were in 
Mafeking during the siege. Their stories exploited the myth. On May 18, 
1900, when news reached London that the Boers had lifted their siege, the 
population went crazy. Five days of street celebrations followed, involving 
larger crowds than the reactions to news of victory at the end of the First 
and Second World Wars.

At the same time, throughout the Boer War, British papers did almost 
nothing to make known the extent of the slaughter in battle: the British 
dead piled three deep in the trenches at the Battle of Spion Koop, or the 
decapitations of Boer fi ghters by British troops. They also neglected to re-
port the mutiny of some three hundred Australian soldiers in reaction to 
British abuse, and the poor sanitation and medical care in British soldiers’ 
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War Encounters Mass Communication  11

camps. A British M.P., William Burdett- Coutts, learned of the conditions 
on his own while on a trip to South Africa. Of the 22,000 men lost by the 
British in the war, some 14,000 of the deaths  were from sickness. British 
correspondents also neglected to report on the British “concentration camps” 
used by General Horatio Kitchener to control Boer women and children 
left homeless by the war, where heat, crowding, and disease produced as-
tounding death rates: at Bloemfontein, for example, 383 deaths per thou-
sand adults and 50 per thousand children. Instead, the British public fi rst 
learned of mismanagement in the camps through a Quaker woman, Emily 
Hobhouse, who made a dramatic report to Parliament. The British papers 
did, however, frequently reprint stories of purported Boer atrocities, such 
as the massacres of pro- British civilians and the killing Boers who wanted 
to surrender.

Correspondents also failed to raise larger issues about the war. Only 
one, the American Richard Harding Davis, appears to have noticed that 
the tactic of guerrilla war used by the Boers called into question the long- 
standing assumption on the part of the British army that trenches and 
fl anking movements  were a reliable way to fi ght wars. He recalled the his-
tory of the American Revolution, when George Washington’s troops had 
used surprise and small- group tactics to pick off British soldiers, who 
fought in large, slow- moving, rigid formations. In the peace settlement 
codifi ed by the Treaty of Vereeniging in 1902, the British had to accept 
highly unfavorable terms. This left the public confused and distressed. The 
press had not kept the people well informed.14

Communication Becomes Cause

Even when no war was offi cially in progress, the press in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries played a large role in increasing ten-
sions. In En gland, France, and Germany in the de cade preceding the First 
World War, newspapers, magazines, and mass- circulation books  were full 
of stories about the construction of new battleships, along with serialized, 
fi ctional, often frantic accounts of events. The various kinds of publications 
reinforced one another. For example, a newspaper story about disputes 
among diplomats might inspire an author to write a stage play or a short 
story or adventure novel, which in turn would be serialized in a magazine. 
Examples of this phenomenon in Britain  were The Battle of Dorking by Sir 
George Tomkyns Chesney, fi rst published in Blackwood’s Magazine in 1871, 
in which a German invasion force takes over Britain; A Conning Tower by 
Hugh Arnold- Fraser, which appeared in Murray’s Magazine in 1888; The 

Great War in En gland in 1897 by William Le Queux, which fi rst appeared 
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12  Chapter 1

as a serial in the periodical Answers during the war scare of 1893, going 
through fi ve editions in its fi rst four weeks in book form in 1894; The Riddle 

of the Sands by Erskine Childers, published in 1903, in which a secret fl eet 
of armed tugboats built by the Germans and preparing to invade En gland 
is discovered in Holland; and Danger! by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, which 
appeared in the Strand Magazine in July 1914. Other countries countered 
with their own “invasion” stories, like Wehrlos zur See (1910), in which the 
En glish and other enemies invade Germany; La fi n de la Prusse et le démem-

brement de l’Allemagne, in which the French invade Germany; Der Weltkrieg 
(1904), by a German writer, in which Germany conquers most of western 
Eu rope; and La guerra del 190–, in which the French are thwarted in an at-
tempt to invade Italy.15

It was now also easier to transfer anxiety from one person to another 
because of continuing expansion in the realm of communications technol-
ogy. Telegraphy, which dated from the 1830s, became increasingly impor-
tant by the end of the century, when cables laid on ocean fl oors transmitted 
strategic information as Western armies and navies fought for control of 
overseas colonies.16 In 1897 Guglielmo Marconi patented the wireless tele-
graph. In 1901 the fi rst wireless transatlantic telegraph transmission oc-
curred, from En gland to Canada. The fi rst wireless transmission of the 
human voice took place in 1902, after the invention of the telephone, pat-
ented in the United States in 1876 by Alexander Graham Bell. In 1878 the 
United States constructed the fi rst telephone lines. In 1887 the fi rst inter-
national telephone call was placed, between Paris and Brussels, via under-
water phone cables. Another innovation in the realm of sound occurred 
in 1878 with invention of the phonograph. The typewriter was a factor 
in  communication by 1873, when the Remington Acme Company mass- 
produced the Sholes and Glidden mechanical typewriter. It gradually al-
tered the way people corresponded, improved communication within and 
among large organizations, and enabled journalists to write their stories 
with greater speed and accuracy.

The many advances in technology had the capacity to bring people to-
gether constructively. But they  were also becoming dysfunctional infl u-
ences on decisions about going to war. This became fatefully clear in the 
summer of 1914. From the moment of the assassination of Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand of Austria by Serbian terrorists on June 28, 1914, to the last dec-
larations of war on August 4, 1914, newly available structures of communi-
cation deeply affected the run- up to the Great War. Traditionally, diplo-
mats and heads of state had assumed that except in the case of surprise 
attacks, time would be available, during periods of tension, to exchange 
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War Encounters Mass Communication  13

offers and counteroffers and perhaps defuse crises instead of automatically 
going to war over a dispute. Deliberation, private conversation, and con-
templation  were vital elements of traditional diplomacy. During the several 
“war scares” of the early twentieth century, averting confl ict by this ap-
proach had still been possible. But the thirty- seven days of the “July Crisis” 
did not have such an outcome. There  were many reasons why war broke out 
in 1914, including nationalistic hatreds, lack of vision among po liti cal and 
military leaders, economic interests that hoped to profi t from selling arma-
ments and acquiring territory, and an increased belief that war would be 
the best way to resolve long- standing international disputes while diverting 
the attention of populations from domestic problems such as inequalities 
in the distribution of wealth and the exclusion of many groups from po liti-
cal power. Not the least important cause of the war, however, was the rapid 
pace of communication.

During the crisis, letters and personal emissaries played lesser roles than 
they had in past war scares. Tele grams, telephone calls, and press releases 
 were the dominant means of offi cial communication. During the fi nal pe-
riod of the crisis, from July 23 to August 4, the key negotiators exchanged 
fi ve ultimatums by telegraph, each demanding an immediate reply. The 
French premier and the minister of foreign affairs, who was at sea, stayed in 
touch by radiogram. Tsar Nicholas and Kaiser Wilhelm II personally ex-
changed tele grams, but it did not occur to the Kaiser to use the telephone, 
which was available to him to keep in contact with his ministers. Mean-
while, all the generals exchanged communiqués, mobilizing their armies 
according to precise timetables set years before. Gradually the generals 
ordered troops into place and prepared to move them forward to battle 
positions by means of railroads, which operated according to minute- by- 
minute schedules, further increasing momentum and the sense of inevita-
bility. Newspapers added to the tension. Whenever they received press re-
leases or  were able to penetrate the curtain of offi cial negotiations, they 
published breathless stories and belligerent editorials, infl aming the popu-
lation in ways that made it more diffi cult for po liti cal leaders to back down.

Events in the Rus sian capital, St. Petersburg, illustrate the large role of 
new communications technologies in the Eu ro pe an nations. On July 29, 
under pressure from the chief of his general staff, the tsar gave an order for 
full mobilization of troops. The general in charge of mobilization secured 
the necessary signatures from the ministers of war, marine, and the inte-
rior, and then proceeded to the central telegraph offi ce in St. Petersburg 
to send the tsar’s order to all of the empire. While the operator was typing 
the communiqué in preparation for transmission, a messenger arrived in 
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14  Chapter 1

person and advised that the tsar wanted to change the order to one of par-
tial mobilization. The tsar had had second thoughts in response to a per-
sonal tele gram from the Kaiser, who hoped that Rus sia would not get in-
volved in the dispute between Austria and Serbia. Then, later in the day, 
after deciding that he did not want to lose the offensive, the tsar reinstated 
the order for full mobilization and commanded that it be relayed by tele-
phone to the telegraph offi ce. As the general in charge of mobilization later 
recalled: “Every operator was sitting by his instrument waiting for the copy 
of the tele gram in order to send to all the ends of the Rus sian Empire the 
momentous news of the calling up of the Rus sian people. A few minutes 
after six, while absolute stillness reigned in the room, all the instruments 
began at once to click. That was the beginning moment of the great ep-
och.” In the next few hours, additional telegraph installations relayed the 
orders to regional and local military centers. The result was the mobiliza-
tion of some 2 million men— the greatest simultaneous mobilization of 
military forces in history up to that time.17
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 2 MASS COMMUNICATION 

ENLISTS

1914–1918

In August 1914, when the confl ict that we have come to call the First 
World War broke out, alert observers began to notice its strangeness. 
Compared to earlier military encounters among nations, the war was 
shocking in its level and scope of violence. And it was not the quick, lim-
ited war of movement that had been predicted, but an inconclusive, wear-
ing struggle between armies dug into ditches, in which hundreds of thou-
sands of lives might be lost in a matter of weeks to conquer a few miles of 
territory.

Most of the characteristics that made the war startling  were physical: 
the piles of dead bodies, the enormous mobilizations of troops and sup-
plies, the columns of refugees and wounded who straggled along the road-
sides, and as time passed, the ever greater use of frightening weapons like 
the machine gun, poison gas, the tank, the submarine, the airplane, and 
the dirigible.

But one of the elements that made the war different was the spread of 
information through mass communication. It had by no means been absent 
in earlier confl icts. Now, however, it began to take on much more impor-
tance. In villages and small towns, to be sure, news of the war could be slow 
in arriving, and the major channel of communication might be a mayor’s 
announcement in the public square. In every large city, however, crowds 
collected in front of telegraph offi ces and waited for the latest details about 
battles won and lost. At newsstands, on an almost hourly basis, fresh head-
lines conveyed up- to- the minute drama and suspense, and the photographs 
that could now be printed in newspapers and magazines brought an in-
creased sense of reality and immediacy. Other visual media, such as post-
ers, added to the psychological impact.

Analysts pondered the growing importance of these developments. In 
Vienna, for example, the prominent essayist and coffee house wit Karl 
Kraus declared that the most signifi cant element in the new war was the 
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16  Chapter 2

mass press. “Through de cades of practice,” he asserted, “the newspaper 
reporter has brought to us that degree of impoverishment of the imagina-
tion which makes it possible for us to fi ght a war of annihilation against 
ourselves. . . .  [He] can now implant in us the courage in the face of death 
which we need in order to rush off into battle.” The chief cause of the 
war, Kraus opined, was “the mental self- mutilation of mankind through its 
press.” This was because “acts not only produce reports, [but] reports are 
also responsible for actions.”1

An En glish observer who held similar opinions was the prominent sci-
ence fi ction novelist and po liti cal essayist H. G. Wells. In September 1914, 
in a widely read pamphlet, Wells declared that the world was now involved 
in a confl ict that was not caused primarily by material factors. People 
needed to understand that “all the realities of this War are things of the 
mind.” The war resulted from thoughts, particularly those circulated by 
“idea mongers” who had used society’s increasingly powerful resources of 
communication to persuade many Germans that their civilization was su-
perior and should be imposed on others. Thus “the real task before man-
kind” was “quite beyond the business of the fi ghting line” and involved 
putting “better sense into the heads of these Germans, and therewith and 
thereby into the heads of humanity generally, and to end not simply a war, 
but the idea of war,” wrote Wells, adding: “What printing and writing and 
talking have done, printing and writing and talking can undo. Let no man 
be fooled by bulk and matter. Rifl es do but kill men, and fresh men are 
born to follow them. Our business is to kill ideas.”2

In reaction to this kind of analysis, many contemporaries  were skeptical. 
In 1914, when told that publicity and arguments directed at broad audi-
ences might play a large role in the war, the British general Sir Henry Wil-
son countered, “The thing was to kill Germans.”3 Moreover, many intel-
lectuals of the era, including George Bernard Shaw and Bertrand Russell, 
argued that the war was merely a struggle among selfi sh interests and 
should either be pursued frankly as such through the usual physical means 
or brought to an end by peace overtures and compromise regarding mat-
ters such as economic infl uence and control of weaponry. They had a point. 
But so did Wells.

Communication Becomes a Weapon

The developments noticed by Wells, Kraus, and others who thought along 
similar lines  were traceable to many causes, including the continuing in-
crease in sales of news publications that had started well before the war, and 
expansions in networks involving powerful tools of communication like the 
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Mass Communication Enlists  17

telegraph and the telephone. But there was also a highly signifi cant new 
factor: a major expansion in the relationship between mass communication 
and government.

Prior to 1914, governments subsidized private groups to disseminate fa-
vorable national publicity to their imperial possessions. In addition, during 
the same period, in election campaigns po liti cal parties tried to infl uence 
the press. But government seldom became involved directly. Occasionally 
a government leader might provide information to the press in order to 
affect public opinion, as, for example, Lord Palmerston did in the mid- 
nineteenth century when he cleverly managed gossip and newspaper stories 
to whip up mass support for the Crimean War. All such instances  were, 
however, on a relatively small scale— tied closely to a single fi gure and fo-
cused on specifi c tasks carried out by small staffs for small amounts of 
money, without much thought to long- term or massive involvement by gov-
ernment in similar tasks. Thus, in the de cade before the First World War, 
the British Foreign Offi ce still employed only a small group of people to 
deal with the press, and high- level diplomats, who  were drawn mostly from 
the aristocracy, usually remained aloof from reporters, whom they saw as 
members of a lower class.4 As the First World War progressed, however, 
offi cials became increasingly aware that control of information could mean 
the difference between victory and defeat. This had long been recognized, 
but now people began to see that if all the elements of persuasion  were man-
aged and coordinated, as only government was large enough to do, then a 
new and powerful tool— offi cial propaganda— might take its place in a na-
tion’s arsenal.5

The term “propaganda” became widespread during the war but was 
never easy to defi ne. It dated from the year 1622, when the Roman Catho-
lic Church under Pope Gregory XV established a committee of cardinals 
known as Congregatio de Propaganda Fide, or College for the Propagation 
of the Faith, to assist and monitor missionary activity against Protestants 
during the Counter- Reformation. The word had primarily religious con-
notations until the time of the First World War. Many people also under-
stood it simply as the pro cess of disseminating or publicizing, which could 
be a morally neutral or benign activity, for example, in the circulation of 
a scientifi c report. Contemporaries used the term at times in its broad 
sense, as a synonym for “persuasion” of any kind, whether by legitimate or 
nefarious means— and usually referring to the attempt to win over a group 
rather than an individual. But with the development of mass communica-
tion as a weapon in the Great War, most observers came to view “propa-
ganda” as the sinister manipulation of public opinion by offi cial elites. 
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18  Chapter 2

Many people also thought of private- sector forms of mass persuasion, like 
advertising or writing a newspaper editorial, as “propaganda.” But increas-
ingly the word evoked images of government activity.

Germany Hammers Its Message

Germany manifested an interest in the governmental manipulation of 
opinion very early. There was a strong belief among German military lead-
ers, particularly in the army, in the doctrines of Karl von Clausewitz, who 
had argued, earlier in the nineteenth century as he observed the rise of the 
nation- state, that the morale of troops and civilian populations was becom-
ing an important variable in the calculus of war. By the end of the nine-
teenth century, Schrecklichkeit— the calculated use of terror as part of a 
lightning- like disabling of the enemy designed to win quick victory and 
minimize casualties on both sides— was the concept that tied German 
military propaganda activities together. Mental disorientation was a means 
to this end. Almost from the fi rst day of the Great War, the German army 
was circulating propaganda among enemy troops and civilian populations 
encountered as the army advanced. In Belgium, for example, in the early 
months of the war, the Germans airdropped leafl ets, directed at enemy 
troops and civilians, claiming that re sis tance was futile. Soon the Germans 
 were also printing and circulating attractive, well- written illustrated maga-
zines directed at foreign audiences, such as the Gazette des Ardennes, the 
Antwerpsche Tydingen, and the Gazet van Brussell in Belgium and France and 
the Glos Stolicy in Warsaw. These publications reported on German victo-
ries and sought to sow dissent, for example, by claiming that the En glish 
 were not paying their allies a fair share of fi nances for the war.6

The civil government’s entry into propaganda also began well before the 
war. In the 1880s, to help gain greater control over German public opinion, 
Bismarck had set up a small press offi ce (Presseamt) to monitor news cover-
age and release information favorable to the government. Such activities 
 were expanded by Bismarck’s successors. Upon the outbreak of hostilities 
in 1914, the civilian government was able quickly to issue pamphlets, bro-
chures, doctored news stories, and other forms of propaganda that supple-
mented the military’s efforts. The material was circulated throughout Eu-
rope, as well as in the United States, Latin America, and elsewhere. German 
civilian propaganda was greatly aided by the willingness of large numbers 
of writers and academic fi gures to endorse armed confl ict. For example, 
ninety- three prominent thinkers, ranging from the playwright Gerhart 
Hauptmann to scientists such as Max Planck and Wilhelm Roentgen, issued 
a manifesto during the earliest days of the war to support their country’s 
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Mass Communication Enlists  19

attack on Belgium, and the great novelist Thomas Mann also wrote in sup-
port of his country’s actions.

But German efforts to manipulate opinion suffered from or gan i za tion al 
confusion. The various offi ces responsible for propaganda production ar-
gued with one another over control, competed in the Reichstag for bud-
getary appropriations, and frequently conveyed contradictory messages 
to the public regarding such vital matters as how captured enemy soldiers 
would be treated, the extent of Germany’s territorial aims, and the terms 
on which peace might be acceptable. An especially serious problem for the 
Germans was their failure to understand foreign audiences. There was a 
blustering quality to much of the German rhetoric— an overcompensation 
for the nation’s recent arrival as an international power, as well as the con-
sequence of life in an autocratic culture where debate was not always al-
lowed, practice in listening to opposing points of view was limited, and the 
pro cess of motivating audiences by persuasion rather than blunt assertion 
was not well understood.

This lack of subtlety led to numerous errors and lost opportunities. An 
example was the famous case of the En glish nurse Edith Cavell. In 1915 the 
German occupying army in Belgium executed her on charges of spying and 
aiding prisoners to escape. She may not have been directly engaged in es-
pionage, but she did help some 250 men make their way out of enemy terri-
tory. Nevertheless, Allied governments scored a propaganda coup by or-
chestrating a worldwide campaign of condemnation against her execution. 
A short time later the French executed two German nurses in very similar 
circumstances, but nothing was said about this act in German newspapers 
or in propaganda directed to other nations. An American reporter in Berlin 
pointed out the discrepancy to the Prus sian director of propaganda for the 
general staff, asking him why the Germans did not make propagandistic 
use of the event. The Prus sian offi cer replied: “What? Protest? The French 
had a perfect right to shoot them.”7 This may have been true, but his re-
sponse revealed an inability to understand how civilian audiences in other 
countries might be infl uenced by the use of such information.

The Germans  were equally clumsy in their management of the propa-
ganda offi ce they set up in the United States. America did not initially enter 
the war. All the combatants sought to win its support. Germans at that 
time  were the largest ethnic group in the United States. In Washington, 
D.C., the German ambassador, Count Bernstorff, was in regular discus-
sions with Congress and the White  House. At the same time, the Germans 
set up a secret offi ce in New York City with a staff of twelve. The offi ce 
was successful in circulating pamphlets favorable to the German cause 
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20  Chapter 2

and supplying newspapers with informative stories. But too much of what 
was produced was bombastic and showed no awareness of how to package 
messages so that they would be picked up by editors looking for human 
interest stories about weeping women and suffering children, portrayals of 
British villains, and sagas of German heroes with whom the large German 
populations in cities such as Milwaukee and St. Louis might identify. The 
German tendency to adopt a frontal posture when indirection would have 
been more effective is epitomized by one of the pamphlets fi nanced by the 
New York offi ce, which carried the title Facts— War or no war, you have to 

face the facts either now or later.8

The Germans, dimly sensing that they  were not particularly good at 
propaganda addressed to other nations, ultimately came to believe that the 
superior persuasive strategies of enemy countries, especially Britain,  were 
contributing to a crisis of morale at home, even more than other factors 
such as Germany’s enormous loss of men in battle and the economic block-
ade by the Allies, which helped bring about starvation, supply shortages, 
and eventually revolution against the Kaiser. In their postwar memoirs the 
two greatest German generals, Ludendorff and Hindenburg, voiced regret 
that they had not paid more attention to the new weapon. “Today words 
have become battles,” Ludendorff declared. “The right words, battles won; 
the wrong words, battles lost.” The generals ascribed almost magical power 
to propaganda. “We  were hypnotized . . .  as a rabbit by a snake,” Luden-
dorff stated. “In the neutral countries we  were subject to a sort of moral 
blockade.”9

Similarly, Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg spoke of a 
“blockade of minds,” although he thought it was the result of Germany’s 
failure to offer a vision of a future world as inspiring as that of Britain, 
France, and America. He concluded that his country’s characterizations of 
its policy as conveyed through propaganda  were unconvincing. Germany 
claimed that it had a natural destiny to be the controlling power in central 
Eu rope, and that such an arrangement would lead to harmony and prosper-
ity. This was a debatable proposition at best. In German propaganda it 
came across as a crude announcement to foreign audiences that German 
domination would be good for them. This message could not penetrate the 
enemy’s wall of claims, which emphasized rescue, not domination.10 Such a 
vision of liberation was ironic. Britain, France, Rus sia, and the United 
States all had sought for more than a century preceding the war to domi-
nate weaker nations through imperialism. And yet there was some truth to 
the idea that they  were seeking to protect the countries being attacked by 
the Central Powers and to create a postwar world of liberal constitutional 
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Mass Communication Enlists  21

states in which people could determine their own destinies. Germany’s 
perplexity regarding the new weapon of propaganda would have very nega-
tive consequences after the war, when right- wing politicians, including 
Hitler, claimed that Germany had not been beaten in a fair fi ght and, in the 
next war, would need to outdo other nations in the use of mendacity.11

Some Fight from the Edge

The French experience with war time propaganda was in some ways similar 
to that of the Germans. The late- nineteenth- century dictator Napoleon III 
was a demagogue who censored and bribed the press. Moreover, when the 
Great War began, French offi cials frequently squabbled among themselves 
over who would control press relations. A central offi ce to work with re-
porters, the Maison de la Presse, was not established until early 1916. Nev-
ertheless, the French  were able to use media effectively because of centuries 
of experience coordinating the national bureaucracy, a patriotic willingness 
to cooperate for the protection of the nation they loved, and a cultural heri-
tage that equipped them to understand diverse audiences and the art of 
motivating people by methods other than command. The result was strong 
loyalty to the war effort at home and considerable sympathy for the French 
cause in other nations. The French coordinated their offi cial propaganda 
activity with the work of their intelligence agencies, and produced books, 
news dispatches, and pamphlets for distribution to neutral countries. To 
reach areas of France conquered by the Germans, the French government 
developed elaborate methods of distributing propaganda through the army 
and secret agents. German- speaking Alsatians loyal to France  were partic-
ularly helpful. One result was Die Feldpost, a German- language newspaper 
produced by the French, which was circulated in Alsace and behind Ger-
man lines. It cata logued German atrocities in Belgium and declared that 
the German use of submarines was barbaric.

One weakness in the French propaganda program was the relatively lim-
ited effort to develop mass persuasion for use against enemy troops. This 
probably resulted from skepticism among French generals. They gradually 
came to appreciate the importance of favorable newspaper coverage, which 
led them, for example, to craft more carefully the bulletins they provided 
to reporters during the siege of Verdun in 1916. But for the most part, the 
generals viewed tools such as propaganda leafl ets as of marginal value and 
preferred to husband their limited resources while leaving the task of pro-
ducing propaganda for the enemy to others.

Belgium, which had been almost completely overrun by the Germans in 
the fi rst few days of the war, was a conquered nation that could not conduct 
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22  Chapter 2

propaganda from home except in a small part of its territory. The Belgians 
therefore relied on France and Britain for propaganda assistance. Italy was 
another example of a peripheral participant. Given the many factions jock-
eying for governmental power and the country’s frequent switches in pol-
icy, it never crafted a coherent propaganda strategy, although it had some 
success, such as the respect it gained after publishing stunning photo-
graphic accounts of Italy’s Alpine campaigns. Italy also played an impor-
tant role in the campaign against Austria- Hungary, particularly in design-
ing the highly effective propaganda leafl ets in multiple languages directed 
at the Hapsburg monarchy’s frontline troops.12

Britain Emphasizes Subtlety

By far the most sophisticated users of mass persuasion during the Great 
War  were the British. Nongovernmental organs of communication quickly 
assumed much of the work of justifying the British cause, through newspa-
per editorials, magazine articles, books, pamphlets, and other material is-
sued voluntarily by publishers. Even comic publications like Punch, the 
famous po liti cal humor magazine,  were part of the conversation. Given 
Britain’s great literary tradition and its longtime familiarity with po liti cal 
debate, discourse in support of the war often  rose to high levels of elo-
quence. But newspapers and magazines also circulated hate speech and sto-
ries of atrocities committed by the enemy— for example, articles describing 
German factories that turned human bodies into glue— whether these could 
be documented or not.

Even in the face of such excesses, most public opinion leaders in Britain 
 were eager to support the cause. In the fi rst months of war, among the au-
thors who expressed their willingness to assist the government  were Ar-
thur Conan Doyle, Arnold Bennett, J. M. Barrie, G. K. Chesterton, John 
Galsworthy, John Masefi eld, and Gilbert Murray. Own ers of The Times, 
the Daily News, the Pall Mall Gazette, and the Spectator, among other publi-
cations,  were equally willing to help. As the war went on, an increasing 
number of prominent writers and press lords served as directors of offi ces 
related to government publicity. Arnold Bennett was in charge of British 
offi cial propaganda in France; H. G. Wells directed civilian propaganda 
against Germany late in the war; the press barons Lord Northcliffe and 
Lord Beaverbrook  were each for a time involved in overseeing large gov-
ernmental offi ces of propaganda; and the head of offi cial propaganda mid-
way through the war was the novelist John Buchan. The government co- 
opted the talents of these men but also wisely gave them latitude in 
directing offi cial propaganda, and all  were allowed to continue their private 
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Mass Communication Enlists  23

careers without being required to curtail their activities or sign special se-
crecy agreements. There was a gentlemanly aspect to it all, a chivalric qual-
ity in press- government relations that was not to be seen in later wars.13

Because so much propaganda was being produced voluntarily, the gov-
ernment decided to limit its role in media manipulation. This strategy was 
partly the refl ection of the long- held idealistic British belief that govern-
ment should exemplify civility. But the calculation also relieved po liti cal 
leaders of the need to decide how far to go in manipulating opinion. The 
state did go too far in censorship, particularly when it issued the Defence of 
the Realm Acts (1914 and later), which prohibited statements “by word of 
mouth or in writing or in any newspaper, periodical . . .  or other printed 
publication” that  were “intended or likely” to undermine loyalty to the king, 
troop recruitment, or confi dence in the currency.14 Such sweeping language 
made it easy to imprison highly vocal pacifi sts and radicals. The govern-
ment imprisoned the great phi los o pher and mathematician Bertrand Rus-
sell for voicing objections to the war, and the police cruelly harassed the 
novelist D. H. Lawrence because of his antiwar comments. The govern-
ment also exhibited highly dishonorable lapses in rhetorical restraint from 
time to time. For example, early in the war, Prime Minister Herbert As-
quith persuaded the distinguished jurist James Bryce to issue an interna-
tionally publicized report that greatly exaggerated the extent of atrocities 
committed by the Germans and diverted attention from cruelties practiced 
by the British in Ireland.15 Similarly, later in the war, the government paid 
large sums of money to reprint and disseminate vicious cartoons drawn by 
the famous Dutch artist Louis Raemakers that purported to be true rec-
ords of German violence toward civilians.16

The British experienced great success in the use of propaganda scattered 
behind enemy lines by airplanes or timed- release balloons. Generals on 
both sides  were so perplexed and frightened by this new weapon of war that 
they frequently ordered their men to refrain from reading the propaganda 
or face execution. The Germans  were the fi rst to make use of airdropped 
material when they scattered leafl ets over Belgium and France in Septem-
ber 1914. British military leaders, mired in concepts of strategy inherited 
from previous wars,  were slow to see the potential of this new weapon. But 
by 1915, after urgings from Lord Northcliffe and powerful offi cers in mili-
tary intelligence, British distributions by air became extensive, involving 
not only leafl ets but also newssheets such as Le Courrier de l’Aire, which was 
written by offi cers of the military intelligence offi ce M.I.7.B and translated 
for audiences in Belgium and France. Airdrops expanded even further when 
the United States entered the war in 1918 and assisted with the operation. In 
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24  Chapter 2

June and July 1918, for example, the British dropped over 3 million leafl ets 
behind German lines.

The most common type of airdropped propaganda used by the Allies, 
and the most successful, was the leafl et designated as a safe- conduct pass 
for enemy soldiers, which described recent enemy defeats in battle, cata-
logued sufferings on the home front, and encouraged its reader to desert, 
with a promise of fair treatment including repatriation after the war. Many 
leafl ets sought to exploit controversies in the enemy’s home society, for ex-
ample, the discontent among subject nationalities in places like Ukraine 
and Hungary, and the anger among low- paid soldiers at rich industrialists 
who  were not in combat. As the war dragged on and supply shortages in 
Germany and Austria became a major problem, propaganda leafl ets told 
soldiers that they could avoid starvation and get adequate medical care by 
laying down their arms.

Another form of mass communication exploited by the British, in this 
case on the home front, was advertising. By the time of the Great War, 
commercial advertising was a centuries- old element of society, suffi ciently 
extensive to give rise to professional agencies. War time advertising was si-
multaneously a sincere attempt to serve a patriotic cause, a form of war 
profi teering, and a debasing simplifi cation of the concept of citizenship. In 
addition, advertising increased the tendency already visible in po liti cal 
campaigns to reduce discussion of issues to slogans, and it promoted an as-
sumption that participation in the po liti cal pro cess was merely a matter 
of purchasing something. War time advertising was ubiquitous. In Britain 
there  were advertisements for “Lifebuoy Soap: the Royal Disinfectant,” 
showing it in use in a military hospital; for the kitchen cleanser Vim, por-
trayed as a motorized gun; and for Gibbs dentifrice, which was used, so the 
ad claimed, by an airman who found it to be “as fragrant as the lofty air.” 
The Michelin company placed an ad in 1915 in the Illustrated London News 
showing one of its tires, described as “The Rib of Life,” being supplied to a 
disabled military ambulance.17

Advertising was soon mobilized for offi cial purposes. Before the war, 
governmental use of advertising focused on functional matters, like an-
nouncing new bond issues or opportunities to bid on contracts. This was 
probably because of the high rates charged by newspapers, which found the 
government’s ads so boring as to risk lowering their readership. With the 
coming of war, however, advertising became a tool for stimulating military 
recruitment without resort to conscription, which did not begin until 1916. 
The War Offi ce took out quarter- page and full- page recruitment ads, espe-
cially in the colder months, when, it was reasoned, unemployed men would 
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Mass Communication Enlists  25

be most concerned about fi nding a paying job. Concluding that the ads 
 were a major cause of increased enlistments, the War Offi ce took out more 
ads and established an advisory committee of advertising agents. For their 
assistance during the war, several of the agents received knighthoods.

The British made extensive efforts to recruit the United States to the Al-
lied cause. Such support could not be taken for granted. Britain had invaded 
America in the War of 1812 and sided with the South in the American Civil 
War, and there  were boundary and trade disputes between the two countries 
in the years thereafter. There  were large German populations in America, 
and in sectors such as science and higher education there was high respect 
among Americans for German achievements. Britain countered such factors 
through high- level diplomatic conversations in London and Washington, 
D.C., and with speaking tours and the circulation of articles, pamphlets, 
and books by authors well known in America, such as the novelist and poet 
John Masefi eld and the historian G. M. Trevelyan.

Within a few months of the outbreak of war in 1914, the British estab-
lished a secret offi ce in London to coordinate propaganda in the United 
States. It was directed by a Canadian, Sir Gilbert Parker, who had become 
rich as the author of best- selling novels about the Canadian frontier. He was 
loyal to the British cause and knew America well. Parker undertook regular 
detailed analyses of the American press and put together a list of several 
thousand infl uential Americans, to whom he regularly sent published mate-
rials with cloying, prestigiously printed enclosure cards that played on the 
American desire for status by association with the En glish aristocracy. Some-
times the cards carried Parker’s name; sometimes they  were from a promi-
nent person such as a member of the  House of Lords or a British author well 
known in elite circles in America, like the novelists Rudyard Kipling, John 
Galsworthy, and John Buchan (whose thriller The 39 Steps had appeared in 
1915) or the classicist Gilbert Murray. In spite of some setbacks, including 
the inability to blunt outrage against the Allied blockade of neutral and en-
emy shipping, which Americans saw as starving noncombatants, Parker was 
enormously successful. He did not even feel the need to journey to the 
United States until January 1917, when he went there to intensify efforts 
to bring the Americans into the war. His reward came in April 1917, when 
the United States fi nally entered the confl ict as an “associated power” on the 
side of the Allies. Parker’s work became public after the war and was the 
subject of irritated commentary in the American press. In 1938 the memory 
of Parker’s activities was one of the factors leading to passage in the United 
States of the Foreign Agents Registration Act, in response to the presence 
by then of a large, clandestine Nazi movement in America.18
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26  Chapter 2

An important example of the role of mass communication in the Great 
War involves the clever use by the British of an incident known as the Zim-
merman tele gram. After the Germans resumed unrestricted submarine 
attacks in February 1917, the United States broke off diplomatic relations 
with Germany. Soon after, British code breakers intercepted a tele gram 
from German foreign minister Arthur Zimmerman to the government of 
Mexico, urging Mexico to ally with Germany and offering the return of 
Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona if the United States was defeated. The 
British unoffi cially leaked the text of the tele gram to the Associated Press, 
and the resulting tidal wave of news reports and public outrage pushed the 
Americans much more strongly in the direction of armed confl ict. In 
March 1917 the sinking of three American ships by German U-boats fur-
ther aroused public opinion, moving President Woodrow Wilson to go to 
Congress for the declaration of war made on April 6.19

America Demo cratizes Propaganda

Even before U.S. entry, the Great War was a subject of major news cover-
age in the United States. By 1915 some fi ve hundred American correspon-
dents  were in Eu rope representing newspapers, magazines, press associa-
tions and syndicates. Americans felt a common anxiety about the possibility 
of Eu rope being dominated by one nation. Major crises, such as the Ger-
man sinking of the En glish Cunard passenger liner Lusitania, heightened 
the perceived threat.20

Before 1917 the United States was not generating propaganda. It was, 
instead, a theater for the propaganda struggle among nations already en-
gaged in the war. A week after war was declared, President Wilson created 
a euphemistically named Committee on Public Information (CPI), draw-
ing from British and French models for a central coordinating agency, 
and responsible for providing factual information about the war, guiding 
government propaganda, and working with the press. Wilson appointed 
George Creel, a prominent, hardworking newspaper reporter with liberal 
po liti cal sympathies and experience in New York, Kansas City, and Den-
ver, to direct the CPI. By war’s end, Creel was able to involve more than 
150,000 Americans directly in the committee’s work, some for pay but most 
as volunteers. In May 1917 Creel began publishing an Offi cial Bulletin that 
provided government news releases in newspaper format; daily circulation 
of the Bulletin eventually reached 118,000. The CPI also circulated a weekly 
digest of war news for rural papers and provided all publishers with still 
photographs, copper photographic plates, and paper mats to aid printing 
preparation.
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Mass Communication Enlists  27

Beyond mere dissemination and the resources of his own staff, Creel 
also involved publicists, advertising agents, paint ers, sculptors, illustrators, 
cartoonists, photographers, writers, and moviemakers in causes like pro-
moting military enlistment, ensuring the cooperation of industrial leaders, 
and conserving food. The CPI assisted the Red Cross in fund- raising cam-
paigns and produced inspirational posters created by prominent artists of 
the time such as Charles Dana Gibson and James Montgomery Flagg. Hol-
lywood stars like Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford appeared at Lib-
erty Bond sales events or ga nized through Creel’s efforts. Creel established 
a national bureau of talented speakers, dubbed “Four Minute Men,” who 
eventually numbered 75,000. They toured the nation delivering fi ery pre-
sen ta tions. The CPI mobilized college and university professors through 
a special division of pamphleteering headed by the historian Guy Stanton 
Ford of the University of Minnesota. The division produced a War Cyclope-

dia and 75 million pieces of printed materials that  were distributed not only 
in the United States but also in Eu rope, even behind enemy lines. To assist 
him in planning, Creel established a Psychological Strategy Board, an early 
step toward involving the social sciences in mass persuasion, even though 
most members of the board  were historians and did not extensively repre-
sent other branches of the discipline.

While the CPI concentrated most of its work on the United States, 
the committee also was active in Eu rope. Its Foreign Section, estab-
lished in the fall of 1917, operated a Wireless and Cables Ser vice, which 
circulated news about American activities; a Foreign Press Bureau, which 
produced longer stories and magazine- style articles distributed by mail; 
and a Foreign Film Ser vice which distributed American productions in 
Eu ro pe an countries, including Norway, Sweden, and Holland, as chan-
nels became available. In battlefi eld areas the CPI worked with the U.S. 
Military Intelligence Branch on leafl et drops, analysis of civilian opin-
ion, and the smuggling of books and pamphlets into Germany, among 
other activities.

Journals for American soldiers emerged, on the model of the “trench 
newspapers” which had appeared among military forces of the other bel-
ligerent nations. An eight- page American paper, Stars and Stripes, began 
publication in Paris in February 1918 and met with great approval among 
fi ghting forces. The chief editor was Harold Ross, who later attained fame 
as editor of the New Yorker. Other outstanding journalists, including Grant-
land Rice and Alexander Woollcott, also wrote for the paper.

The CPI quickly realized that one of its most effective weapons of per-
suasion was the oratory of President Wilson, who declared that the war was 
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28  Chapter 2

about idealistic objectives such as securing freedom for subjugated nation-
alities, ensuring openness in the making of treaties, and establishing a fair 
and merciful peace. One of Creel’s assistants, the newsman Edgar G. Sisson, 
suggested that the president’s speeches be condensed into a summary for 
newspapers abroad. The suggestion prompted Wilson to compose his 
“Fourteen Points,” which greatly added to his fame and the frenzied mass 
approval with which he was welcomed in Eu rope after the war. The initia-
tive radiated idealism. It was also a masterly use of the latest techniques of 
large- scale communication. Wilson packaged his pronouncements as a se-
ries of “points” to accord with the belief of advertisers that brief, arresting 
statements  were most likely to capture the attention of modern audiences.

In spite of his idealistic rhetoric, Wilson showed very little tolerance for 
views opposed to his during the war. Congress was equally suspicious of 
dissent. The Espionage Act of June 15, 1917, specifi ed fi nes and imprison-
ment for anyone convicted of willfully making false statements or issuing 
false reports intended to interfere with the war effort, promote disloyalty, or 
obstruct military recruitment. The act gave the postmaster general greatly 
increased powers to screen the mails, much reducing the expression of dis-
senting opinion in the American press.

Enforcement was particularly harsh against socialist publications owing 
to fears in capitalist countries after the 1917 Bolshevik takeover in Rus sia, 
which raised the possibility of violent worldwide revolution by workers and 
the abolition of all private own ership of property. Few Americans under-
stood the difference between communism on the Bolshevik model and more 
moderate socialism, which concentrated on recognition of labor  unions, in-
creased public works, and own ership of only a few basic industries by the 
government. The government banned the journal American Socialist from 
the mails immediately, and soon thereafter Solidarity, the magazine of the 
International Workers of the World labor  union. The moderate socialist 
publication The Masses, edited by the widely respected Max Eastman, was 
suppressed for publishing four antiwar cartoons and a poem defending 
radical politics. (The courts dismissed charges against the magazine in 
1919.) Some seventy- fi ve periodicals either lost their mailing privileges 
during the fi rst year the Espionage Act was in effect or had to agree to 
avoid nearly all discussion of the war. Public intimidation was also wide-
spread. Many groups boycotted William Randolph Hearst’s newspapers, 
which remained skeptical of U.S. participation in the war; Hearst was often 
hanged in effi gy. Oswald Garrison Villard, who defended civil liberties and 
argued against involvement in the war, had to sell his paper, the New York 

Eve ning Post, in 1918 because of declining sales.
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Mass Communication Enlists  29

Two additional laws further stifl ed public discourse. The Trading with 
the Enemy Act of October 1917 gave the government power to censor all 
communications going in or out of the United States and to demand trans-
lations of foreign- language publications. The intent was to handicap activi-
ties of the German- language press in the United States. The Sedition Act 
of May 1918 increased the reach of the earlier Espionage Act by forbidding 
publication of any statement that was “disloyal, profane, scurrilous or abu-
sive” regarding the United States, the Constitution, the fl ag, or the armed 
forces. This wording was so vague as to give President Wilson nearly un-
limited powers over public opinion. Mindful of the po liti cal problems that 
President John Adams had created for himself by clumsy use of the Sedi-
tion Act of 1798, which had banned as treason all criticism of the president 
or Congress, resulting in the arrest of several newspaper editors, Wilson 
was careful and mea sured in the way he used his powers of censorship. But 
he was draconian in his treatment of pro- German minorities and left- wing 
groups. Former president Theodore Roo se velt and Senator Robert La Fol-
lette of Wisconsin  were among the mainstream politicians who could, in 
theory, have been prosecuted under the provisions of all the censorship 
laws in effect during the war. But Wilson directed his efforts elsewhere. A 
notorious case involved Eugene V. Debs, the four- time Socialist Party can-
didate for president. In June 1918, at a Socialist Party meeting, Debs de-
clared that the Allies  were “out for plunder” and defended the Bolshevik 
Revolution in Rus sia. The authorities jailed him for violating the Espio-
nage and Sedition Acts, and the Supreme Court upheld his sentence unani-
mously. (Debs campaigned for president in 1920 from federal prison. Presi-
dent Harding pardoned him that same year.)21

As in Britain, commercial advertising quickly became entwined with of-
fi cial war time propaganda. George Creel, the director of the Committee 
on Public Information, titled his postwar memoir How We Advertised 

America. He described his job as “a plain publicity proposition, a vast enter-
prise in salesmanship, the world’s greatest adventure in advertising.” One 
would have hoped for deeper refl ection from the head of the nation’s chief 
agency of public communication. The U.S. military cooperated with busi-
ness to advertise products deemed important for morale. General “Black 
Jack” Pershing gave permission for the tobacco industry to quote him as 
saying: “You ask me what we need to win this war. I answer tobacco as 
much as bullets.” On the sides of the boxcars that shipped their cigarettes 
to American seaports, tobacco companies painted slogans like “Roll Your 
Own into Berlin” and “When Our Boys Light Up the Huns Will Light 
Out.” Other products also benefi ted from government cooperation. To 
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30  Chapter 2

encourage hygiene and personal pride, the War Department purchased 3.5 
million razors and 32 million blades from the Gillette Company for free 
distribution to the troops. Both the War Department and Gillette knew 
that such publicity would stimulate consumer demand for Gillette products 
after the war.22

Images Supplement Words

Throughout the First World War the printed word was the most important 
medium of communication in the battle to win loyalties and affect morale. 
But the war also stimulated limited use of other media. For example, the 
Allies used hand- operated gramophones in battles against the Austro- 
Hungarian armies. Loudly playing recordings of the national anthems of 
the many discontented ethnic groups under Hapsburg rule, they frequently 
prompted soldiers from these nationalities to desert.23

Image- oriented media  were the most powerful supplements to the word. 
Especially important was the growing role of motion pictures. In 1896 in 
France the Lumière brothers launched the motion picture camera, which 
began to play a limited part in war publicity soon thereafter. In 1898, in the 
Spanish- American War, the Vitagraph company made a four- minute fi lm 
that included scenes of a Spanish fl ag being replaced by an American fl ag 
and burial of the dead from the battleship USS Maine in Arlington Na-
tional Cemetery. Thomas Edison made a short fi lm depicting fi ctional 
reenactments of war scenes, which was screened to an accompaniment of 
live patriotic music.24 During the Anglo- Boer War the new medium of 
motion pictures added to the misrepre sen ta tion already widespread in the 
press. A fi lm produced and circulated by the British— one of the fi rst 
newsreels ever made— showed Boers fi ring on a Red Cross hospital tent at 
the front while British medical personnel courageously tried to treat a 
wounded soldier. Unknown to the audiences, the fi lm was a dramatization 
produced in a London suburb— with informal encouragement, one sus-
pects, from the military.

In 1907 the French newsreel production company Pathé began opera-
tions. In 1911 the fi rst fi lm studio opened in Hollywood, followed in 1912 by 
two U.S. fi lm companies, Fox and Universal. By the time of the Great War, 
because of the rapid growth of the motion picture industry, all the powers 
 were experimenting with the use of fi lms. On the Allied side, the fi rst offi -
cial production was Britain Prepared (1915), which showed soldiers in train-
ing and home front scenes emphasizing loyalty and spirit. Several scenes 
featured the Royal Navy. These unfailingly brought British audiences to 
their feet in wild cheering, and made contemporaries very interested in the 
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Mass Communication Enlists  31

potential of the moving image to touch the deepest chords of a nation’s sen-
sibility. A later production, The Battle of the Somme (1916), included actual 
footage of British fi ghting men in battle, although the public was unaware at 
the time that some of the scenes had been staged. The Battle of the Somme 
was the fi rst instance of a war movie showing images of the dead. At a time 
when pop u lar sensibilities  were still largely Victorian, these scenes ignited a 
national debate on whether it was proper to fi lm such things.25

After viewing British productions, German generals vigorously sup-
ported the making of their own fi lms, strongly believing in their value as 
tools to build morale among fi ghting men. The Germans produced docu-
mentaries that made their case powerfully, foreshadowing that country’s 
postwar prominence in cinema. These included Behind the Fighting Lines of 

the German Army (1915), Germany on the Firing Line (1916), Germany and Its 

Armies of Today (1917), and On the Austro- German Battlefronts (1917).26

Even before the United States entered the war in 1917, the American 
fi lm industry had already discovered the business potential of the confl ict. 
Examples of early documentary productions by American commercial pro-
ducers include Eu ro pe an Armies in Action (1915) and History of the World’s 

Greatest War in Motion Pictures (1915), produced by William Randolph 
Hearst and his General Film Company. Once the United States entered the 
war, production increased greatly in response to audience demand and the 
urgings of the Committee on Public Information. Examples of the many 
documentary titles include Our Fighting Forces (1917), America’s Merchant 

Marine (1917), Saving the Food of a Nation (1917), The Salvation Army on the 

Job (1918), and Rebuilding Broken Bodies (1919). Along with these commercial 
fi lms, the CPI directly produced many documentary titles on topics such as 
troop training, ambulance work, and shipbuilding, most of which  were un-
even in quality and did not interest audiences. Soon the committee turned 
to producing feature- length documentary fi lms like Pershing’s Crusaders 
(1918) and Under Four Flags (1918), which  were more successful.27

Hollywood, meanwhile, was discovering the potential of feature- length 
fi ctional fi lms with war time settings. In 1917 the new Paramount studio 
produced The Secret Game (1917), which starred Sessue Hayakawa as a 
Japa nese agent helping the United States foil German spies in the Pacifi c. 
D. W. Griffi th took his production crew to France in 1917 to make Hearts 

of the World, starring Lillian Gish as a civilian mistreated by evil Germans. 
It was credited with greatly increasing military enlistment in the United 
States. Another fi lm that drew large audiences was Shoulder Arms (1918), 
starring Charlie Chaplin, which was released a month before the end of 
the war.28
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32  Chapter 2

Still photographs, paintings, and drawings proved to be highly effective 
propaganda during the war, particularly in traveling exhibitions or presti-
giously printed publications that appealed to upper- class audiences.29 The 
quantity and quality of still photographs  were remarkable, given the ob-
stacles of censorship at and near the front and the diffi culty of carry ing 
photographic equipment, which was large and cumbersome. For reaching 
broad audiences, the most powerful visual medium by far was the poster. 
Even today, many de cades later, the fi rst image that comes to mind for 
many people upon mention of the First World War is the military recruit-
ing poster that showed Kitchener (or Uncle Sam in the United States) so-
berly staring out and pointing at the viewer, with the words “I want you” 
below. Another famous example is the poster that shows a young father sit-
ting comfortably at home in civilian clothes with his daughter next to him 
asking, “What did you do in the war, Daddy?”

A striking example of the adaptation of visual communication was the 
picture postcard. Printing companies had been manufacturing postcards 
for several de cades before 1914, usually with drawings and photographs of 
interest to tourists. Once the war began, the companies used new themes to 
motivate purchasers. For example, one postcard showed a photograph of 
four uniformed men from the Allied nations, posed in the “living tableau” 
style pop u lar at the time, each with his fl ag, exhorting all to fi ght for vic-
tory. A German postcard carried the color illustration of a wife at home 
in her parlor dreaming of her man at the front. In France, where social 
codes  were less Victorian, the postcards  were often sexual. For example, 
one carried the photograph of a man and woman in bed, mostly covered 
by sheets and blankets, smiling affectionately at each other, with a cap-
tion reading, “Tender moments . . .  that I shall remember always.” The 
theme of another French postcard was that German artillery could not 
rise to the challenge.30

Myth Dominates Content

In the realm of civilian propaganda, the Great War may have been the last 
in which Victorian- style rhetoric played a very large role. Many— perhaps 
most— of the highly articulate people involved in directing the war  were 
the products of an educational system that emphasized grounding in lit-
erature and practice in platform oratory as the keys to effective communi-
cation.31 The growth of mass communication had begun to chip away at 
this tradition. Newspaper reporters  were beginning to write in ways that 
catered to the more rapid pace of city life and the short attention spans of 
many readers, and nonverbal forms of discourse, such as fi lm and the 
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Mass Communication Enlists  33

poster,  were undermining the primacy of the word. Nevertheless, a strong 
emphasis on chains of logic and citation of evidence and example was still 
widespread. Hence the war stimulated an outpouring of hundreds of thou-
sands of books, pamphlets, and articles in newspapers and magazines that 
almost seemed to be derived from a legalistic, declamatory template, with 
titles like Why _______ (insert name of country) Is at War, _______’s (insert 
country) Case for War, and The Crimes of _______ (insert country). Examples 
of actual titles (in this case British pamphlets) included What Eu rope Owes 

to Belgium (1914), by the academic H. W. C. Davis; The Truth about German 

Atrocities (1915), issued by the Parliamentary Recruiting Committee; and 
The Purpose of War: An Address Delivered for the Fight for Right Movement 
(1916), by the novelist John Buchan. In 1914, in the same vein, all the com-
batants assembled hefty collections of offi cial prewar diplomatic communi-
qués and treaties, published under titles like the German White Book, the 
Rus sian Orange Book, and the Belgian Grey Book, to support each nation’s 
case for going to war. These approaches to the challenges of war time com-
munication  were effective within the limited circles to which they  were 
addressed.

Throughout the Great War, however, most of the large- scale initiatives 
in offi cial propaganda, private- sector communication, and news reportage 
departed radically from nineteenth- century styles. Discourse still relied on 
literary traditions and other aspects of prewar culture like those in paint-
ing and opera. But mass persuasion now focused more aggressively on, and 
almost isolated for attention, the symbols that united the citizens of each na-
tion, exploiting touchstones that propagandists knew  were important. The 
United States emphasized the theme of American innocence: its fi nest 
young men  were making the journey “over there” to rescue a sinful Eu rope 
and defend the goddess who was enshrined in the nation’s most famous 
statue. The French emphasized protection of their superior civilization and 
“la belle France.” Dominant themes in French public discourse  were the 
religious signifi cance of the war, the need to avenge the German victory 
over France in 1871, and the call to high and rather abstract ideals such as 
justice and freedom from tyranny, as articulated in the world’s most power-
ful national anthem. Germany portrayed itself as the victim of all the na-
tions that  were conspiring against it, the bringer of its superior Kultur— 
particularly its great science, literature, music, and philosophy— and 
exploited ste reo types of sinful French and unscrupulous En glish commer-
cial travelers that  were already widespread. Propagandists elaborated age- 
old proven techniques of war time inspiration, keying off great national 
epics and sagas to justify war time conduct as the acting out of the latest 
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34  Chapter 2

chapter in an ancient, primal drama of survival and morality. War time dis-
course of this kind is perhaps best described as mythic. That does not nec-
essarily mean it was untrue. Myths can embody a nation’s most admirable 
values. But when they descend to the level of negative ste reo types, myths 
do great long- term psychological harm.

The use of myths is especially evident in posters from the war years. 
These came from a variety of sources, including private charities, corpo-
rate advertisers, quasi- governmental organizations like the Parliamentary 
Recruiting Committee in Britain, and governments themselves. One strik-
ing fact, however, is the very frequent reliance, regardless of which or ga ni-
za tion produced the poster, on allusions to familiar myth- related symbols. 
For example, a U.S. poster of 1917– 18 showed a beautiful young woman in 
medieval armor holding a sword, with the words “Joan of Arc Saved France. 
Women of America Save Your Country. Buy War Savings Stamps.” An-
other American poster, issued in 1918, carried the caption “The Greatest 
Mother in the World.” Exploiting visual allusions to Mary the Mother of 
Jesus, it showed a woman in biblical dress, with a cross on her headband, 
holding a wounded soldier in her arms. The poster called for donations in 
response to the “Red Cross Christmas Roll Call.” In contrast to these rela-
tively high- minded appeals, many posters traffi cked in hate and ste reo-
types. A relatively mild example was a German poster issued in 1915 that 
showed the goddess Germania carry ing a triumphal banner with the words 
“Einigkeit Macht Stark” (Unity Brings Strength) and a placard proclaim-
ing “Gott mit Uns” (God with Us) as she stands on top of a vanquished 
Rus sian bear, a selfi sh British pig, and a crowing French cock. An American 
poster of 1918, issued to stimulate sales of war bonds, carried the heading 
“Remember Belgium” above a menacing silhouette of a pike- helmeted Ger-
man soldier dragging a small girl away to an unspecifi ed but easily imagin-
able fate. A British poster issued in 1914 was captioned “Once a German 
Always a German.” It showed a German soldier shooting a nurse and bayo-
neting a baby, and then the same soldier after the war, dressed in a business 
suit, cordially touring factories. It warned against dealing with “this Man, 
who has shelled Churches, Hospitals and Open Boats at Sea . . .  who after 
the War will want to sell you his German Goods.”32 Such shabby uses of 
myth added to the very high spiritual cost of the war.

Reporters Struggle

Tensions between truth and falsehood also challenged journalists. In the 
First World War, as in the Anglo- Boer War of 1899– 1902, limitations in 
the pro cess of news gathering  were evident. An example was the way Brit-
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ish news organizations came to learn of the German attack on Belgium. An 
American freelance reporter, Granville Fortescue, was living in Belgium 
near the German border in 1914. In early August, after hearing rumors of 
war, he sent a tele gram to the Daily Telegraph in London inviting the paper 
to hire him. There was no reply. Fortescue went to Brussels hoping to learn 
what was happening from the American embassy. There he overheard a 
conversation between the Flemish doorman and his brother, who was 
saying that German troops on motorcycles  were already crossing the 
eastern border. Fortescue telephoned the Daily Telegraph and fi led a story. 
In its August 3 edition the Telegraph carried a large headline: “country 
invaded by german troops.” None of the other papers carried the story; 
the Telegraph appeared to have a major scoop. But then, within hours, the 
Telegraph phoned Fortescue and angrily informed him that the Foreign 
Offi ce had denied the story. In another twenty- four hours, however, the 
Telegraph again phoned Fortescue to offer embarrassed apologies and a 
contract. Britain had just declared war on Germany for violation of Bel-
gian neutrality.33

Other examples followed. For instance, in August 1914, newspapers 
failed completely to report the Battle of the Frontiers near Paris, where 
some 300,000 French troops died in a period of ten days; the information 
remained unreported throughout the entire war. The press in Allied nations 
also failed to report the impressive success that year of German troops at 
the Battle of Tannenberg, where the Rus sians suffered massive losses and 
the German generals Ludendorff and Hindenburg attained national fame.

Failures of this kind  were due in part to the censorship policies of all the 
governments involved in the war. In Germany and Rus sia there was almost 
no freedom of the press throughout the confl ict. But even in Allied coun-
tries censorship was a major obstacle. At the start of the war this was due in 
part to governmental clumsiness. But even after clear policies and practices 
 were in place, restrictions  were severe. All news stories from the front had 
to be cleared by a tiny board composed of censors, all of whom erred on the 
extreme side of caution. Only fi ve En glish and two American reporters, act-
ing on behalf of one or more newspapers and the wire ser vices, had clear-
ance to go to the front. A censor almost always accompanied them. Most 
generals and admirals mistrusted reporters and  were out of date in their 
understanding of the growing importance of public opinion. The war also 
presented publishers with complex challenges of self- regulation: whether to 
make unauthorized visits to the front to cover battles, for example, and 
how to balance the desire of readers for complete information against the 
need to censor coverage that might provide advantage to an enemy. These 
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problems  were not new, but they now appeared on a vast scale and with very 
large consequences.34

The most able journalists managed to write excellent reports. For ex-
ample, the Australian reporter Keith Murdoch wrote a detailed and elo-
quent exposé of British bungling during the Gallipoli campaign against 
Turkey in 1915. Newspapers and the government at fi rst suppressed the ac-
count, but the editors of The Times eventually decided to run it, and it 
helped to precipitate a parliamentary investigation. American journalism, 
too, at times attained distinction. Among the more famous American re-
ports before the nation joined the war  were the coverage by Richard Hard-
ing Davis of the German troops’ entry into Brussels and Will Irwin’s re-
ports on the Battle of Ypres and the fi rst use of poison gas by the Germans. 
An example of distinguished reporting after the United States entered the 
war was Heywood Broun’s exposé, in 1917 for the New York World, of major 
defi ciencies in the supply operation for U.S. troops. The number of Ameri-
can reporters in Eu rope increased after U.S. entry, with about forty sta-
tioned at or near the front lines of battle with American forces.35

Fear that openness would negatively affect home front populations was a 
much larger factor than in earlier confl icts. The war effort required energy, 
discipline, and sacrifi ce from the civilian populace who built the weapons and 
bought the war bonds and  were to refrain from rioting. Civilian and military 
leaders believed that news of losses and disorder at the front could increase the 
risk of defeat. This was especially true during the early years of the confl ict, 
when there was no conscription. Governments assumed, probably correctly, 
that men and women would not voluntarily enlist for military ser vice if they 
 were told the full extent of the slaughter. Even with the strict censorship, 
however, reporters could have done more to disclose important information 
while still protecting military secrecy. And as in the Anglo- Boer War, they 
failed to provide extensive analysis of the larger issues of military strategy, 
diplomatic alternatives, and planning that the war presented.

After the war, in memoirs and retroactively published collections of 
their writings, both censors and reporters admitted that they had failed in 
many ways to uphold their responsibilities for adequate candor, and they 
told many of the stories they had not revealed earlier. Their confessions 
 were one cause of a the shock that occurred during the 1920s, when the 
people learned many more details about the confl ict and realized that they 
had not been told the full truth.36

One of the memoirs published and widely read after the war was Disen-

chantment (1922), by Charles Montague. A highly respected editor before 
the war for the Manchester Guardian, Montague was an army offi cer who, 
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during the confl ict, oversaw the fi ve En glish and two American correspon-
dents who  were allowed to cover activities on the Western Front. His expe-
rience as a censor left him with deep misgivings. He acknowledged the 
need for information control and propaganda in modern warfare, but he 
wondered whether, now that nations had unleashed their powers of lying, 
they could ever get back to the habits of peace. The potential for manipu-
lating public opinion had scarcely begun to be realized during the war, 
Montague asserted, asking, “What would be left by a war in which Propa-
ganda had come of age and the state had used the press, as camoufl aging 
material, for all it was worth?” Montague challenged readers to recall an-
cient Athens in the time of the Peloponnesian War and the accompanying 
plague, as described by Thucydides, when (quoting Thucydides), “the 
meaning of words had no longer the same relation to things, but was changed 
by men as they thought proper.” Montague was frightened by the thought 
that war had worked that way on the soul of ancient Greece, when armed 
confl ict was tamer than in the twentieth century. Moral recuperation 
would take time, like building up devastated French towns brick by brick. 
But it would be possible, particularly if veterans took the lead. “There must 
still be fi ve or six million ex- soldiers,” wrote Montague. “They are the most 
determined peace party that ever existed.”37
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 3 THE DEMOCRACIES

TRY TO DEMOBILIZE

1919–1939

For two de cades after the Great War, all the demo cratic nations struggled 
to re orient their use of mass communication toward peaceful ends. But 
larger, menacing developments gradually pulled the democracies into the 
vortex of another world confl ict.

Peacemakers Utilize the Media

In the years immediately following the war, it did not seem at fi rst that the 
democracies would be making much offi cial use of mass communication. 
By mid- 1919 Britain had abolished nearly all of its government offi ces re-
lated to propaganda. The United States acted even earlier, closing down 
George Creel’s Committee on Public Information two weeks before the war 
ended. The French and the new Weimar Republic in Germany also recon-
fi gured their propaganda operations, focusing on foreign ministries. Why 
was this so? One hypothesis is that many people, especially members of the 
elite working in government, still did not fully appreciate the importance 
of public opinion in mass society, let alone the techniques by which it could 
be affected. The war time experience with media, though intense, may have 
been too brief and too confi ned to certain groups for everyone to sense its 
ramifi cations. An important point is that the exhaustion of war led many 
people to want to eliminate all weapons of destruction— not only tanks and 
battleships but also the tools of propaganda. Expense was another consid-
eration, especially in France and Germany, where the economic burdens of 
the war  were very heavy.

The arm’s-length pattern continued at the Paris Peace Conference, con-
vened in January 1919 to draw up the fi nal terms of settlement for the Great 
War. Premier Georges Clemenceau of France and his deputies spoke di-
rectly with only a few of the more infl uential French reporters, particularly 
André Tardieu, the foreign editor of Le Temps, and André Géraud (“Perti-
nax”) of L’Echo de Paris. The British established an offi cial press center at 
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The Democracies Try to Demobilize  39

one of the downtown hotels, led by Sir George Riddell, publisher of the 
News of the World and a friend of Prime Minister David Lloyd George. The 
staff at the center was helpful and assisted correspondents from many 
countries. But British leaders  were very selective in their contacts with the 
press. They had reason to be cautious. For example, at one point in the 
conference Lloyd George had to go back to Britain on short notice to ad-
dress the  House of Commons regarding charges made by the Northcliffe 
papers that he was being too lenient toward Germany.

The American relationship with reporters was similarly mixed. The U.S. 
delegation established a press department in one of the downtown hotels, 
led by Ray Stannard Baker, the distinguished Progressive Era journalist 
and White  House press aide to Wilson. But its information tended to be 
general, and Wilson kept many details to himself. The “Big Four” heads 
of state— Clemenceau, Lloyd George, Wilson, and Italian prime minister 
Vittorio Orlando— were all experienced practitioners of mass politics, but 
at the conference they showed little taste for public discourse. They held 
most discussions privately, then emerged to provide reporters with cryptic 
summaries. Journalists found out much of their information by talking in-
directly or off the record with deputies or staff members of the offi cial 
press offi ces.

Reporters took lodgings in Paris at various large hotels, and the French 
government established a ser vice center on the Champs-Élysées in the man-
sion of a recently deceased manufacturer. Although government publicity 
staffs  were small, the presence of journalists was conspicuous. Some six 
hundred reporters attended— mostly print writers, but also photographers, 
artists, and others. This was by far the largest group of journalists ever to 
cover an international diplomatic conference. The American delegation 
was the largest, including some 250 reporters. The British press representa-
tives numbered about a hundred. The victors did not allow journalists 
representing the Central Powers to attend the conference until April, when 
the treaties had been nearly completed. Premier Clemenceau, himself a 
newspaper own er and former journalist, wanted to keep reporters under his 
control. He was successful in controlling the French press.1

The journalists at the conference faced a challenge almost as great as the 
one the war had presented, for millions of people saw the daily news re-
ports on the peace negotiations as the key to their future. Although most of 
the journalists from major countries had centrist views, some of the papers 
from those countries represented specifi c groups, such as socialist journals 
from the United States and the Guardian from En gland, which refl ected the 
interests of labor. In addition to news organizations from major countries, 
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40  Chapter 3

there  were press representatives from smaller countries. The Balkan na-
tions seeking in de pen dence sent representatives. Unoffi cial delegations, 
including one from Vietnam led by Ho Chi Minh, who held odd jobs in 
Paris to support himself, reported on the conference and expressed bitter-
ness about their lack of access.

The fi nal ceremonial signing of the Treaty of Versailles, in the Hall of 
Mirrors, was a major event in the history of mass communication. Report-
ers joined other observers in craning their necks for views of the proceed-
ings. Within minutes typewriters began to clatter, and stories made their 
way by telegraph around the world.

This excitement masked underlying misgivings. In Germany most of all, 
the treaty was an object of widespread disapproval. Symbolic of the German 
attitude was the fate of Matthias Erzberger, a Catholic Centrist Party leader 
and cabinet member who had been minister of civilian propaganda during 
the war. The Germans had sent him as one of their representatives to sign the 
Armistice agreement of November 1918. Shortly after Germany signed the 
Treaty of Versailles, right- wing groups made him a scapegoat. They at-
tempted to assassinate him in 1919 and 1920 and succeeded in 1921.

Many observers at the time believed that a major weakness of the con-
ference was its underutilization of the potential of communication. The 
economist John Maynard Keynes held that Wilson’s failure to exploit his 
popularity, evident in large parades and in numerous favorable stories in 
the papers from the moment he arrived in France, was a colossal mistake. 
The British diplomat Harold Nicolson noted the way newspapers in the 
victor nations spewed out hate— notably the many papers in France con-
trolled by Clemenceau, who detested the Germans, and in En gland the 
papers controlled by Lord Northcliffe, who had a racist contempt for all 
things Hunnish. This climate of opinion, in Nicolson’s view, was a key 
reason for the inadequacy of the treaties.2

The conference at Paris was nevertheless a major landmark in efforts 
to use mass persuasion for purposes of promoting peace. By creating the 
League of Nations, the peace settlement provided, almost inadvertently, 
the fi rst extensive opportunity in history to use a major institution of gov-
ernment for large- scale publicity against war. The League possessed only 
limited offi cial authority, and the states that brought it into being  were by 
no means pacifi stic. But they did allow the League to explore strategies sup-
plementing private- sector approaches to mass communication that had been 
emphasizing alternatives to war for some time.

In the years before the Great War, the press sometimes played an im-
portant role in advocating peace. Major newspapers covered the peace 
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The Democracies Try to Demobilize  41

conferences held at The Hague in 1899 and 1907, two gatherings that pro-
duced signifi cant agreements to promote arms limitations and respect for 
international law.3 In at least one case, in 1895, the press played the key role 
in preventing an international confl ict when Joseph Pulitzer, who would 
later stridently support the Spanish- American War, published a strongly 
worded editorial in The World opposing President Grover Cleveland’s at-
tempts to push the United States into war against Britain in the wake of 
British attempts to dominate disputed territory in Venezuela, in violation 
of the United States’ long- standing Monroe Doctrine, opposing incursion 
into the Americas by outside nations.

During the Great War there  were extensive, or ga nized private- sector 
efforts to use mass communication as a tool for hastening peace. Labor and 
socialist groups mobilized their newspapers to advocate a quick end to the 
confl ict through negotiation and compromise. For them the war was an 
out- of- date nationalistic struggle that undermined worldwide solidarity 
among workers. Religious groups, especially the Quakers, used their publi-
cations to promote pacifi sm. There  were also signifi cant attempts by indi-
viduals, such as the widely reported efforts in Britain in 1916 by a promi-
nent Conservative politician, Lord Lansdowne, who advocated negotiating 
an end to hostilities through compromise with the enemy.

But all such efforts had to struggle against widespread public support for 
the war; and groups seeking an early brokered peace did not have the vast 
publicity resources of governments and the mainstream press. Moreover, 
governments often crushed the peace initiatives. That was the fate in Brit-
ain, for example, of E. D. Morel. In 1914 he helped to establish an or ga ni-
za tion called the  Union of Demo cratic Control (UDC), which sought to 
broaden public access to pro cesses of offi cial decision making, especially 
those involving secret negotiations among aristocratic diplomats, who did 
not represent the common people who had to do the actual fi ghting, as a 
way of bringing an early end to the war. The UDC enjoyed the support of 
trusted fi gures like Charles Trevelyan, the Liberal member of Parliament, 
and Ramsay MacDonald, the labor leader who was to become prime minis-
ter in the 1920s. But the authorities remembered the trouble Morel had 
caused ten years earlier when he had or ga nized the Congo Reform Associa-
tion to publicize the atrocities committed in Africa by Belgian colonial 
administrators and business interests on behalf of King Leopold. In 1917, 
alarmed by the growing infl uence of the UDC, the government arrested 
Morel on charges that he was violating the Defence of the Realm Acts by 
conducting overseas correspondence with pacifi sts. After a sham trial 
Morel spent six months in prison. Nevertheless, he and others like him 
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42  Chapter 3

inspired many people to think creatively in the period immediately after 
the war about using the press and other tools of publicity to prevent future 
confl icts.4

When the League of Nations began operations in 1920 with its head-
quarters in Geneva, it sought a candid, productive relationship with jour-
nalists. The League established a well- staffed Information Section within 
the permanent Secretariat. Its fi rst director was the distinguished French 
journalist Pierre Comert, and the second was Arthur Sweetser, an Ameri-
can journalist with foreign experience, who believed in the League even 
though his country was not a member. The Information Section supplied 
reporters with comfortable facilities, transmission ser vices, copies of docu-
ments, and up- to- the- minute information on League meetings. The League 
also or ga nized international conferences on the future of journalism. True 
to the purpose of the or ga ni za tion, its headquarters provided a forum where 
not only diplomats but also journalists from many countries could meet 
face- to- face and form productive relationships. The press activity of the 
League contributed to an increased appreciation worldwide of the impor-
tance of news reportage in foreign relations.5

Effective promotion of mass communication to advance world peace was 
diffi cult because of the general reluctance among the great powers to oper-
ate through the or ga ni za tion. For example, at the Geneva Disarmament 
Conference of 1932– 1934, the League made elaborate, impressive arrange-
ments to assist journalists and facilitate international dialogue. But the at-
tending diplomats and heads of state undercut this effort. They reverted to 
earlier patterns of conferring with reporters infrequently and only in con-
trolled circumstances.6 Useful work nevertheless took place. For example, 
in 1936 the League brokered an international agreement, which had some 
constructive effects even in the climate of the times, to prevent the use of 
radio for propaganda purposes.7

In 1922 the League convened a meeting of fi fty- eight infl uential think-
ers drawn, remarkably, not only from Western nations but also from coun-
tries such as India and Colombia, to discuss the potential of cultural ex-
change as a force for world peace. The outcome was the International 
Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, based in Geneva, and, in 1926, a 
closely allied International Institute for Cultural Cooperation, based in 
Paris. By the end of the 1930s some thirty countries had established affi li-
ated national committees. In Britain the committee members included 
the classicists Gilbert Murray and Alfred Zimmern (who was then on the 
staff of the Foreign Offi ce), several historians, and the director of the 
British Museum. The United States also cooperated with the League in 
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intellectual exchanges even though it was not a member. The League’s ini-
tiative was elitist. It did not extensively explore the use of mass communica-
tion. But it did establish a pre ce dent for offi cial dialogue that transcended 
nationalism, and important projects resulted, for example, the effort begun 
in 1926 by French and German teachers to eliminate infl ammatory nation-
alistic references from schoolbooks (unfortunately not successful), and fa-
mous instances of exchanges of letters, such as the public correspondence 
regarding war and peace between Albert Einstein and Sigmund Freud in 
1932.8

Fatigue Complicates the Task

Efforts to use the media for promoting peace ran up against the general 
sense of disillusionment that became widespread after the Great War. For 
the most part, media discourse during the confl ict had been mature and 
responsible, even in the more autocratic countries like Germany and 
Austria- Hungary. But excesses did much long- term emotional harm. The 
tendency on all sides to portray the war as a great crusade of right against 
wrong resulted in deep cynicism afterwards, as people learned about secret 
treaties, war profi teering, errors made by po liti cal and military leaders, the 
true extent of casualties, and the barbaric methods of killing practiced by 
all the belligerents. In works such as The Sun Also Rises (1926) by Ernest 
Hemingway, Goodbye to All That (1929) by Robert Graves, and The Road 

Back (1931) by Erich Maria Remarque, authors struggled to come to terms 
with the sorrow, anger, irony, and cynicism that the combination of death, 
censorship, and media- fueled hatred had produced. This pessimism spilled 
over into diplomatic negotiations, along with lingering ste reo types of bar-
barous Huns, sly Frenchmen, and devious En glishmen, making it harder 
for negotiators to trust one another.

Postwar journalism exacerbated the problem. Audiences received a sig-
nifi cant amount of news about foreign affairs and issues of war and peace, 
but coverage tended to be disjointed and discontinuous and was merely one 
element of a larger informational environment that emphasized what ever 
was personal, trivial, comforting, or amusing. American reportage paid more 
attention to things like Charleston dance contests, rescues of lost children 
from coal mines, ocean liner disasters, high society scandals, and bank rob-
beries than it did to foreign affairs. So extensive was the sensationalism in 
American news reporting that in the 1920s it had a name: “ballyhoo.” In 
Britain, similarly, the media refl ected and also helped to produce the 
trancelike mood of the interwar years which has been described as a “long 
weekend.” Leading British newspapers such as the Daily Mail and the Daily 
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Telegraph put the emphasis on escapist pursuits: roller- skating, boxing, 
cricket, motorcycle racing, detective novels, hiking, nudism, the private 
lives of entertainers, gardening, jitterbugging, psychics, religious evange-
lism, rumors of a talking mongoose, and visits to London by exotic mon-
archs such as the king and queen of Af ghan i stan.9

Other media- related developments also undermined efforts to promote 
a sense of international responsibility. When President Wilson returned 
from the Paris Peace Conference to the United States, he began an ex-
tended effort to win over the Senate and the general population to the pos-
sibility of joining the League of Nations. He was ultimately unsuccessful. 
This was due in part to his war time treatment of the American press, 
which had been draconian. Many of the liberal and socialist journalists who 
would have been most willing to help Wilson win the battle of public opin-
ion  were in prison because, in his haste to silence them, he had used his 
war time powers to put them there.10

America’s general turning inward after the Great War was also due to 
fear of international communism. This anxiety had many causes, including 
nativist worries about foreign infl uence and fear of the loss of private prop-
erty. But the media intensifi ed the concern. In an article in the February 
1920 Forum magazine titled “The Case against the Reds,” Attorney Gen-
eral A. Mitchell Palmer invoked the image of a “prairie fi re” of communist 
revolution “sweeping over every American institution of law and order.” 
Palmer and J. Edgar Hoover, general intelligence director of the Bureau of 
Investigation, sent informers into labor  unions, ethnic organizations, and 
left- wing po liti cal groups. They established a Justice Department publicity 
bureau that issued daily press releases asserting the existence of a Moscow- 
based conspiracy to overthrow the United States and warning Americans 
not to be duped by communist propaganda. On November 7, 1919, a date 
chosen because it marked the second anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolu-
tion, Palmer initiated raids and arrests throughout the United States. 
Newspapers added to the hysteria. On January 3, 1920, the New York World 
asserted the existence of a “vast working plot to overthrow the govern-
ment.” A headline in the New York Times proclaimed, “reds plotted 
country- wide strike— arrests exceed 5,000.” A minority of publica-
tions did protest against Palmer’s conduct. The editor of the Nation, Os-
wald Garrison Villard, even called for impeaching the attorney general.11

It was in this fear- ridden climate of opinion that commercial advertising 
expanded, catering to mass impulses to pursue individual and family con-
cerns. In newspapers, magazines, shop and department store windows, and 
other venues, advertisements attempted, often with great success, to persuade 
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consumers to purchase not only necessary articles such as soap and cloth-
ing but less necessary objects like cigarettes and fashionable jewelry as well. 
Ads catered to considerations of the basic standard of living, but also to 
emotional matters such as attractiveness, the desire to impress friends and 
neighbors, and the wish to escape from everyday concerns through travel, 
whether on the highways of America or to exotic places. Topics like foreign 
affairs and the duties of citizenship  were seldom part of the advertiser’s 
world in the 1920s and 1930s— although, ironically, growing communica-
tion skills meant that, in ways no one could anticipate at the time, advertis-
ing was becoming an increasingly powerful weapon. It exuded an air of in-
fl uence and glamour, as refl ected, for example, by the British mystery 
writers Dorothy L. Sayers in Murder Must Advertise (1933) and Agatha 
Christie, whose novel The Secret Adversary (1922) featured the characters 
Tuppence and Tommy Beresford, two young London residents, an ex- 
nurse and an intelligence agent, who advertise in the newspapers as “two 
young adventurers for hire.”

A related spillover into the commercial world after the war was the new 
profession of public relations. The pioneer was an American, Ivy Lee. Be-
fore the war, imitating in more gentlemanly form the tactics of carnival 
barkers and theater publicists, he had helped the Rocke fel lers gain favor-
able press coverage that counterbalanced suspicion of the family’s great 
wealth. The most infl uential professional practitioner of public relations in 
the postwar years was an American, Edward Bernays (1891– 1995), a nephew 
of Sigmund Freud. During the war Bernays had worked for the Committee 
on Public Information. Afterwards he combined insights gained from that 
experience with concepts from psychology and journalism and applied 
them to consulting work for po liti cal and corporate clients, including Pres-
idents Calvin Coo lidge and Herbert Hoover, Procter & Gamble, the new 
Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), the American Tobacco Company, 
and General Electric. Public relations sought to obtain publicity— and its 
corollaries public approval and participation— without paying for it di-
rectly, through techniques such as using personal networks, writing news 
stories and offering them to busy journalists at no cost, and staging events 
that would attract decision makers or create word- of- mouth attention.

Bernays frequently described public relations as the “engineering of 
consent.” In Propaganda, published in 1928, he offered what was perhaps his 
most articulate defense of the possibilities for benign commercial use of 
his techniques. He avoided utopian perceptions of the public, but he had 
faith in the average person’s capacity to make intelligent decisions, espe-
cially regarding concrete matters such as whether to buy a specifi c product. 
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Bernays unapologetically emphasized forms of persuasion that would not 
be readily apparent. For example, in 1929, while working as a con sul tant for 
the American tobacco industry, he devised a strategy to promote smoking 
among women, which was still seen by many as a symbol of prostitution. 
For the Easter Parade held that year in New York City, Bernays hired 
glamorous models who marched while holding lit cigarettes and a banner 
proclaiming that each cigarette was a “torch of liberty.” Sales of cigarettes 
to women soared.12 In such cases, Bernays knew, the average person would 
not be aware of the chain of events leading to a decision; but as long as the 
engineers of consent  were ethical, Bernays believed, collective good would 
be the result.13 Increasingly, as the years passed, the government began to 
use public relations tactics, for example, by expanding its recruitment of 
celebrities to endorse offi cial policies, supplying prewritten stories to over-
worked newspaper editors, and asking radio networks to insert calls for 
patriotic behavior into the dialogue of pop u lar dramas and comedy shows. 
Public relations later played a sizable role in war time, adding yet another 
temptation to reduce public discourse about citizenship and national pur-
pose to the level of slogans and unexamined, undisclosed suggestion.

The Media Expand Their Infl uence

In the 1920s and 1930s, continuing the pattern that had begun in the nine-
teenth century, mass communication developed ways of reaching ever 
larger audiences, not only through print but also by other means, and this 
expansion had important consequences for war and peace. Reader’s Digest, 
founded in 1922 as a response to the fast pace and short attention span of 
urban life, was the fi rst magazine devoted to excerpts and condensed ver-
sions of articles from other publications. Time, the world’s fi rst “news mag-
azine,” which emphasized condensation and summary, appeared in 1923. 
These publications covered foreign affairs in snippets, offering readers al-
most no background analysis or continuity. Life, the fi rst illustrated news 
magazine based almost exclusively on still photography, appeared in 1936. 
Its powerful images brought a new immediacy to foreign affairs, although 
most readers did not understand the effects of the visual compositions that 
manipulated their perceptions.

Book publishing now took on some of the reach and timeliness of news-
papers and magazines with the development in the 1930s of cheap paper-
backs. The British publisher Penguin Books led what many observers even-
tually called a “revolution” in publishing and in reading habits. Paperbacks 
could not supplant newspapers as a source of up- to- the- minute informa-
tion about war and peace; even when produced in a few weeks, they took 
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longer to reach an audience. But publishers could produce paperbacks more 
quickly than other kinds of books, and because of their low price, they 
reached many more purchasers. This led to an increase in the amount of 
analytic and commemorative material about issues related to international 
affairs, and to wider circulation of fi ction on the subject, involving literary 
writers as well as the more sensationalistic. Like other expansions of the 
media, the paperback revolution was double- edged. It increased the power 
of those who controlled communication and offered yet another tool to 
groups that might want to abuse that power.

In the newspaper world, in both the United States and continental Eu-
rope, the technology of printing improved, making it possible to produce 
papers at less cost. Commercial use of advertising increased greatly. The 
price of a newspaper fell as a result of these two developments, leading to 
increases in sales as well as publishers’ profi t margins. This led newspapers 
to place greater emphasis on “objectivity”— a word that became pop u lar at 
the time— as publishers realized they could win the largest possible audi-
ences by offering neutral, fact- based, but still interesting stories about for-
eign affairs and other matters instead of slanting reportage to please a spe-
cifi c po liti cal or economic interest group, as papers had tended to do earlier. 
Layout also changed signifi cantly. Editors made greater use of white space. 
To give busy readers a summary of a story and help them quickly decide 
whether it would be of interest, headlines became much more hierarchized 
in form and in the case of very important stories now traversed several col-
umns of print. Editors used large typeface to direct the reader to the stories 
they judged to be the most important of the day. In slightly smaller type-
face under the main headline, subheads provided a capsule summary for 
busy readers or offered enticing details to draw them into reading the full 
story. Protocols emerged; for example, the story judged by editors to be the 
most important would be placed in the far right- hand column on page one, 
with the second most important story in the far left- hand column on the 
same page. Developments of this kind increased even further the power of 
editors to decide what constituted news and how it ought to be presented— 
for example, whether a story about politics in Eu rope ought to have more 
prominence than one about domestic politics, or one about business or 
entertainment.

The most consequential development for print during the interwar years 
was the emergence of a powerful new competitor that would soon exert 
enormous infl uence on reporting about war and peace. In the late nine-
teenth century, scientists and engineers discovered ways to transmit elec-
trical signals through the atmosphere without having to rely on wires as 
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the telegraph did. The leader in this work was the Italian Guglielmo Mar-
coni. In 1897 he patented the wireless telegraph. The fi rst wireless transat-
lantic telegraph transmission occurred in 1903, from En gland to Canada. 
The fi rst wireless transmission of the human voice occurred in 1902. In 
1918 those with the necessary receiving equipment  were able to hear Presi-
dent Wilson broadcast his “Fourteen Points” speech and his plans for 
peace. Wilson also used the U.S. government radio station (call letters 
NFF) for propaganda abroad, urging the German people to overthrow the 
Kaiser. In the closing months of the First World War, the United States 
and the Soviet  Union broadcast propagandistic messages by Morse code to 
encourage international ac cep tance of their preferred peace terms. Radio 
news broadcasting began in the United States in 1920 with special coverage 
of election returns. In 1922 the fi rst regular radio broadcasts and the fi rst 
radio commercials went on the air in New York City. By 1928 there  were an 
estimated 9.6 million radio receivers in the United States used by an audi-
ence of 40 million listeners.

Radio developed via commercial means in the United States, relying on 
income from advertisers, licensing fees to listeners, and profi ts from the 
sale of receiving sets. There  were many local broadcasting stations. Intense 
competition took place regarding patents related to technology, copyright 
of on- air content, and control of markets. Gradually a few business organi-
zations began to dominate. The most powerful was the National Broad-
casting Company (NBC), developed by General Electric (GE) and the 
Radio Corporation of America (RCA), with Westing house Corporation as 
an additional shareholder. The original purpose was to increase sales of 
radio receivers, for which the three companies held important patents. In 
1926 NBC began network broadcasting, linking twenty- fi ve stations in 
twenty- one U.S. cities.

The major rival to NBC was the Columbia Broadcasting System, estab-
lished in 1928. It held no patents and survived by sale of advertising. Like 
NBC, it emphasized pop u lar entertainment and initially did not assign a 
large role to news broadcasting. But CBS gradually discovered that radio 
news could attract large audiences. Radio often brought listeners the latest 
information more quickly than the newspaper. It conveyed a feeling of 
heightened realism by capturing the sounds of an event. Politicians in-
creasingly sensed the power of the medium, making it easier for the net-
works to report on the activities of governments and the results of elec-
tions. Broadcasters exploited the intimacy of radio through such devices as 
the on- air interview and regular broadcasts by sonorous, cultivated an-
nouncers, who  were called “newscasters” and “radio correspondents.” By 
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The Democracies Try to Demobilize  49

1930 CBS was the dominant news broadcaster in the United States, though 
NBC and other networks also played major roles. By the late 1930s, listen-
ing to brief broadcasts of news about foreign affairs had become a regular 
part of daily life in industrialized countries. Nevertheless, American radio 
continued to be primarily a source of personally oriented entertainment 
that reinforced the habit of escapism from larger world events.

Radio broadcasting also expanded after the First World War in Britain. A 
British Broadcasting Company began operations in 1922 as a private entity. 
But the medium did not grow through commercial means. In 1925 Parlia-
ment held hearings on the ideal future of radio, and in 1927 the government 
offi cially chartered the British Broadcasting Corporation. The British be-
lieved that direction by the government allowed for more planning and 
helped emphasize the connection between mass communication and civic 
life. Eloquent, farsighted debates accompanied the founding of the BBC. 
Much of the discourse focused on the internal life of Britain and to some 
extent its colonies. Major themes  were the importance of creating a deeper 
and more literate culture for the masses and an asserted duty to nourish En-
glish civilization overseas. This included giving attention to news reporting 
so as to provide listeners in Britain with extensive information about both 
domestic and foreign matters. During its early years, however, the BBC 
made no provision for broadcasting to the empire or to foreign countries.14

War Co- opts Analysis

Propelled by the experience of the Great War, rigorous investigation of the 
role of the media emerged in the 1920s and 1930s. Some of the analysts put 
the emphasis on citizenship, part of the long tradition of teaching by refer-
ence to rhetoric. In Falsehood in War- Time, published in Britain and the 
United States in 1928, the En glishman Arthur Ponsonby caused a sensation 
by rigorously documenting the duplicity practiced by all the belligerent 
powers during the Great War, including secret agreements for the turn-
over of territory, censorship far beyond what was necessary, and deliberate 
circulation of atrocity stories, most though not all of which was untrue.15

Many of the new students of mass communication  were working journal-
ists. Probably the most infl uential in this category was Walter Lippmann, 
already a respected, nationally known reporter before the Great War. After 
the United States entered the confl ict, he served in London as an army 
captain assigned to the propaganda unit that was working in de pen dently 
of Creel’s committee but on a parallel track. After the war, Lippmann was 
a member of Wilson’s research staff at the Paris Peace Conference. Then he 
returned to journalism in the United States. Observing American politics, 
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50  Chapter 3

and the potential for future wars as a result of the breakdown of attempts to 
establish democracy in parts of Eu rope, Lippmann became concerned 
about the need of citizens in modern mass society for a reliable means of 
getting the information essential to making intelligent decisions about vot-
ing and civic participation.

The absence of such means, and what to do about it, was the subject of 
his book Public Opinion (1922). Lippmann pointed out that the framers of 
the U.S. Constitution  were members of a relatively small, agrarian, prein-
dustrial elite who assumed that the people who really mattered in terms of 
governing their society could obtain all the information they needed 
through the methods available at the time: from face- to- face contact and 
long- distance communication through personal letters, as well as newspa-
pers printed on hand- operated presses and transported by  horse- drawn 
wagon or ship. The framers did not anticipate a vast mass society in which 
most of the population would have the right to vote, and governing would 
require detailed knowledge about many specifi c matters. In the twentieth 
century, Lippmann noted, members of the elite still talked to one another, 
but most citizens, including to some extent the elites,  were dependent for 
their information on new categories of agents such as journalists, propa-
gandists, advertisers, and po liti cal party organizers. These classes of people 
often skewed information for their own purposes at the expense of others. 
Moreover, a large number of citizens  were vulnerable to manipulation, 
whether because of lack of education or the large role emotion plays in all 
human decision making. Nor could the press solve this problem. Journal-
ism was a business that marketed itself by emphasizing what ever was most 
dramatic: news defi ned as “episodes, incidents, and eruptions.” The press 
provided very little analysis, certainly not enough to counteract other forces 
affecting mass opinion. It would be po liti cally unwise, however, to deprive 
the average person of the fi ction that he or she was participating intelli-
gently in the po liti cal pro cess or had any real infl uence over it. Ironic de-
mocracy would have to continue. But the truth was that most citizens  were 
destined to be “outsiders.” Actual governing would have to be restricted to 
“insiders,” an exclusive class of educated, talented people able to develop 
expertise on specifi c issues and competent to form serious opinions. Spe-
cially created “intelligence bureaus” separate from the press would have to 
be created to assist the insiders.16

Lippmann’s book became an almost instant classic. But, critics asked, if 
all human beings are born with a propensity to surrender to selfi sh emo-
tions, why would centralization of power and the feeding of mass illusions 
necessarily produce better government?17 Foremost among those who 
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disagreed with Lippmann was John Dewey, at that time America’s greatest 
phi los o pher, known particularly for his belief in the educability of the 
common man. First in a magazine article in the New Republic (1922), then in 
his book The Public and Its Problems (1927), Dewey agreed that modern de-
mocracy needed insiders, such as leaders of industry and enlightened public 
administrators with specialized knowledge and skills. He also granted that 
national leaders could not share all the information necessary for the run-
ning of society with the broad public; at least initially, some facts might 
have to be kept secret, and in any case, the average person could not even 
understand all the available news. Simply distributing facts to the broad 
population would not be effective. The key was the strategic, well- intentioned 
sharing of information. To prevent civil chaos and the emergence of violent 
dictatorships, leaders of mass democracies had a profound obligation to 
make information available in ways that would maximize comprehension, 
outline options for collective decision making, and help the average person 
understand the importance of active citizenship and the long- term conse-
quences of actions. Dewey believed that, somewhat like members of the 
public empanelled to serve on juries in court cases, average men and women 
had the inborn capacities for reason and feeling needed to make sound 
judgments about common concerns. Furthermore, he maintained, these 
capacities would increase over the de cades as nations more effectively pur-
sued universal education. Dewey granted Lippmann’s point that the press 
was not doing a good job of informing the public. But he felt that on this 
and other issues, Lippmann focused too much on aspects of the demo cratic 
system that  were technical— for example, the mechanics, forms of social 
or ga ni za tion, and economics of distributing information— rather than in-
trinsic to human nature. Dewey did not, however, have much to say about 
specifi c actions to remedy the technical defi ciencies.

Dewey bridged the world of working journalists, like Lippmann, who 
 were interested in mass communication, and the world of academia, where 
extensive analysis was also in progress after the First World War. For ex-
ample, historians began to look more closely at the origins of the pop u lar 
press and the infl uence of the media on diplomacy. Probably the most infl u-
ential analyst in this mode was the Harvard professor Sidney B. Fay. In his 
widely respected, highly detailed study The Origins of the World War (1928– 
1930), he declared emphatically that one of the major underlying causes of 
the confl ict was “the poisoning of public opinion by the newspaper press in 
all the great countries.”18

Many analysts of mass communication emerged after the Great War as 
part of the enormous development of the social sciences. In the 1920s and 
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1930s, new insights about human nature, based on the emerging branch of 
the social sciences called psychology,  were making their way into the cul-
tures of all the industrialized countries, through the work of thinkers like 
Freud, Jung, and Pavlov. These principles helped people understand the 
vast infl uence of trauma, refl exive behavior, and subconscious motivations; 
and they often resulted in great good, as, for example, in the emergence of 
psychoanalysis as a new tool of medicine. The principles also contributed 
to important fi ndings about mass persuasion. The leader in this movement 
was the po liti cal scientist Harold Lasswell. First at the University of Chi-
cago, then at Yale, he inspired an ever larger group of colleagues who to-
gether brought about fundamental changes in the way analysts viewed the 
media and society. Lasswell’s pathbreaking book Propaganda Technique in 

the Great War, which appeared in 1927, was fi lled with interesting stories 
and references to archival documents of the kind that a historian might 
have produced. But for the most part it was a schematic analysis intended 
to provide conceptual tools for the scientifi c understanding of opinion ma-
nipulation that  were applicable to all cultural circumstances. Lasswell and 
his colleagues hoped that their research would lead to more enlightened 
use of mass communication for peaceful purposes and prevent another out-
break of fear and hatred like the one that had fueled the Great War. By the 
1930s, however, they  were very worried about the growing power of dicta-
torships. In 1937 they founded the infl uential journal Public Opinion Quar-

terly to provide a forum for or ga nized counterresponse to events in dictator- 
dominated countries and to educate the American public on the nature of 
po liti cal persuasion.

Work of this kind made social science– based analysis of mass communi-
cation highly visible. When the Second World War began, Lasswell and 
hundreds of other social scientists joined the war effort. The result was a 
propaganda operation very different from that of the First World War. 
Newly available tools included statistically based opinion polls, which built 
on academic research and on the experience of commercial polling fi rms 
such as those established by George Gallup and Elmo Roper in the United 
States, and in Britain the more impressionistic Mass Observation; content 
analysis, that is, counting the frequency of word usage in public inter-
changes and analyzing the patterns; studies of foreign cultures by those 
trained in expanding branches of the social sciences such as anthropology 
and sociology; and construction of psychological profi les of po liti cal lead-
ers. There had been some use of the social sciences for media- related pur-
poses during the Great War; for instance, in the United States, George 
Creel’s Committee on Public Information included a Psychological Strategy 
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The Democracies Try to Demobilize  53

Board composed mostly of historians. But use of the social sciences in of-
fi cial information strategies was much more extensive by the late 1930s.19

Mass Communication Joins the Stampede

By the early 1930s a severe economic depression was evident in much of the 
world. In some countries, such as Germany, it had its roots in the 1920s. In 
the United States, the Great Depression began to exert devastating effects 
after the Wall Street stock market crash of 1929. The inability to meet eco-
nomic challenges was a major factor in the replacement of Herbert Hoover 
as president in March 1933 by Franklin Roo se velt, who immediately began 
pursuing government programs of many kinds, often experimentally, to 
ward off potential class warfare and societal dissolution.

Roo se velt’s response to the depression included a domestic media strategy 
of great sophistication. Some observers, including Lippmann,  were urging 
the president to assume emergency powers and become, at least temporarily, 
a virtual dictator. Instead Roo se velt chose to use his powers aggressively but 
to emphasize persuasion.20 He had always been intensely interested in the 
media. In 1931, in an interview for the advertising trade publication Printer’s 

Ink, he declared, probably with only slight exaggeration, “If I  were starting 
life over again, I am inclined to think that I would go into the advertising 
business in preference to almost any other.”21 One of Roo se velt’s tools was 
oratory. He was one of the most skillful public speakers ever to serve as presi-
dent. In a steady, patrician, but benevolent style, he and his im mensely tal-
ented speechwriters coined utterances like “The only thing we have to fear 
is fear itself” that became part of the culture and attracted international re-
spect. Roo se velt was also masterly in his dialogues with reporters. Woodrow 
Wilson had pioneered the press conference as a feature of White  House 
practice, but Roo se velt was brilliant in his use of the venue. In addition, he 
made highly effective use of radio, which was beginning to rival print as 
a medium gathering and disseminating news. Roo se velt broadcast all of his 
major addresses over the radio. He and his speechwriters often crafted phras-
ing to take par tic u lar account of the new medium, in addition to accounting, 
as they always had, for the requirements of platform oratory. Alert to the in-
timacy of radio, and to the fact that so many citizens listened to it in their 
homes, Roo se velt developed the new format of the “fi reside chat.” By the end 
of the 1930s, the president was using the medium not only to communicate 
about domestic politics but also to instruct and reassure audiences with re-
gard to the increasingly ominous wars in Eu rope and Asia.

Although George Creel’s propaganda agency had been abolished after 
the First World War, and no other such agency emerged during the 1930s, 
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a new governmental propaganda effort did arise during Roo se velt’s time in 
offi ce. To build support domestically for his “New Deal” and its many pro-
grams to lift the United States out of the depression, Roo se velt created a 
vast publicity apparatus. The federal government published pamphlets and 
sponsored the production of hundreds of documentary fi lms on subjects 
ranging from building dams to fi ghting counterfeit currency to being on 
the alert for foreign agents. The government also produced thousands of 
posters. Photography exerted im mense power through artists such as Walker 
Evans and Dorothea Lange working for agencies like the Works Progress 
Administration. Theater also became a tool of mobilization. It was simulta-
neously personal and far- reaching in its effects, having face- to- face impact 
on audiences but also using publicity surrounding the play to advertise the 
per for mance and criticize it afterward. One category of subsidized drama 
combined genres; it was called “living newspapers.” While all these uses of 
publicity addressed domestic audiences, they also conveyed an implicit 
awareness of conditions in other countries where the failure to meet the 
challenges of the global depression was leading to internal violence and the 
external spread of war.

In the 1930s Americans also had to cope with effects spilling over from 
foreign dictatorships. The United States had its own indigenous Commu-
nist Party, which received support and advice from the Soviet  Union. 
There was an American Nazi Party as well. Hitler and his advisers re-
garded it as rather silly, but it did cause social unrest. On radio, the Roman 
Catholic priest Father Charles Coughlin gave seductive speeches in favor 
of fascism, and in his best- selling novel It  Can’t Happen  Here (1935), Sinclair 
Lewis imagined a fascist takeover of America. To increase the sale of news-
papers, the press exaggerated the possibility of subversion by external 
forces, as did Roo se velt’s director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
J. Edgar Hoover, who was eager to expand his power. The dangers  were 
nevertheless real, and the news reportage of Roo se velt’s effort to cope with 
foreign threats at home was an important element in the psychological ad-
justment of Americans to the possibility of U.S. involvement in another 
foreign war.

Private- sector entertainment media— particularly the American fi lm 
industry in Hollywood and radio drama based in New York and Hollywood— 
also refl ected and fed the run- up to war. In 1938 American radio program-
ming happened to include an on- air dramatization of the old H. G. Wells 
novel War of the Worlds, brilliantly produced by Orson Welles as a series of 
news broadcasts gone wrong, as announcers in many cities gradually real-
ize that Martians are taking over the country. The all too realistic on- air 
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The Democracies Try to Demobilize  55

drama led to a national panic, an apology from Welles, and fame that in-
cluded a picture of the drama’s author on the cover of Time magazine. In 
1939 Welles continued to explore the power of mass communication 
through his fi lm Citizen Kane, a commentary on the life and infl uence of 
William Randolph Hearst.

Throughout the 1930s American newsreels covered the rise of Mussolini 
and Hitler. The exposure of the details of Nazi rule was becoming quite 
explicit by the closing years of the de cade, when the long- running newsreel 
series The March of Time produced Inside Nazi Germany (1938), based on 
actual news footage combined with staged scenes.

The motion picture industry also refl ected Americans’ anxieties about 
falling under foreign infl uence. In many of its productions, Hollywood 
sought to reaffi rm the nation’s long- standing belief in Manifest Destiny, 
the doctrine that the United States is a special nation created by God to 
save the world, a nation that would therefore endure even amidst great tri-
als. Productions of this kind included John Ford’s classic Stagecoach (1939), 
in which the stagecoach symbolizes the advance of civilization against its 
enemies, and which virtually defi ned the genre of the western; Cecil B. 
DeMille’s  Union Pacifi c (1939), in which the railroad opens the continent to 
settlement and civilization; Gone With the Wind (1939), which reaffi rmed 
the nation’s capacity to survive civil war; and even the many B-grade west-
erns of the 1930s made by Republic Studios, starring John Wayne and 
other cowboy heroes who vanquish mysterious interlopers such as muni-
tions traders and help to cleanse society.

Another category of Hollywood fi lms featured portrayals of dangerous 
foreigners associated with warlike nations. Some of the productions em-
phasized atmosphere and general anxiety. For example, in the Mr. Moto 
fi lms (1937– 1939), starring Peter Lorre, a morally ambiguous Japa nese no-
bleman draws American travelers to the Far East into intrigue, though no 
possibility of war against Japan is raised overtly. But in other fi lms, allu-
sions to possible U.S. involvement in war  were more direct. This was due in 
part to the large number of émigré artists and intellectuals from Eu rope 
who  were residing in Hollywood by the late 1930s. There  were so many 
British actors and actresses, producers, and directors that their community 
in Los Angeles came to be called the Hollywood Raj. Representatives 
of demo cratic, non- Hitlerian Germany included the actor Peter Lorre 
(Hungarian by birth, but a product of the German studio system) and the 
directors Ernst Lubitsch and Billy Wilder. Even before the United States 
entered the confl ict in 1941, Hollywood was already producing fi lms sym-
pathetic to democracies at war. One sensational example was Confessions 
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56  Chapter 3

of a Nazi Spy (1939), starring Edward G. Robinson, the fi rst American fea-
ture fi lm to mention Hitler explicitly by name. Like Lorre, Robinson was 
an immigrant from Hungary. After emigrating to the United States from 
En gland, director Alfred Hitchcock made Foreign Correspondent (1940), the 
fi rst fi lm of his Hollywood career. Another refugee was the Hungarian- 
born director Michael Curtiz. At Warner Brothers, a studio very sympa-
thetic to the British and interested in Eu ro pe an themes, he directed Cap-

tain Blood (1935), The Charge of the Light Brigade (1936), The Adventures of 

Robin Hood (1938), Elizabeth and Essex (1939), and The Sea Hawk (1940). All 
used the swashbuckling magnetism of the Australian Errol Flynn to glorify 
British courage or, more generally, the battle of a brave individual against 
tyranny. Curtiz was later the director of the Warner Brothers classic Casa-

blanca (1942). In the summer of 1941 Warner Brothers released Interna-

tional Squadron, to honor the RAF, and Sergeant York, starring Gary Coo-
per, about one man’s decision to fi ght in the First World War. The studio 
used the latter production in its long- running campaign against the fa-
mous aviator Charles Lindbergh and the isolationist groups for which he 
garnered favorable publicity.

Other studios followed suit. Twentieth Century– Fox produced The Man 

I Married (1940), originally titled I Married a Nazi. In 1940 Charlie Chaplin 
completed The Great Dictator. The small American fi lm company PRC pro-
duced Beasts of Berlin (1939), originally titled Hitler, Beast of Berlin, and later 
released as Goose Step and Hell’s Dev ils.

Two U.S. senators, Gerald Nye of North Dakota and Bennett Champ 
Clark of Missouri, recalling how the British had drawn America into the 
First World War, became increasingly upset by Hollywood’s potential in-
fl uence in pushing America toward war. In August 1941 they began an of-
fi cial investigation of pro- Allied activity in Hollywood, then held hearings 
in September 1941. The senators had not viewed most of the fi lms they 
criticized, however, and the hearings proved embarrassing to them in many 
circles.

Although the United States did not have much in the way of an offi cial 
foreign propaganda agency before the war, there was some activity. From 
1932 on, shortwave radio broadcasts from Italy, Germany, and Japan di-
rected increasingly hostile commentary against Great Britain, France, and 
the United States in several foreign languages in an attempt to affect public 
opinion in the Middle East, Asia, and Latin America. In the mid- 1930s Brit-
ain and France began their own foreign- language broadcasts to counter this 
propaganda. The U.S. response to Axis broadcasts focused on Latin Amer-
ica, which was closer to U.S. borders, and where President Roo se velt had 
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The Democracies Try to Demobilize  57

been pursuing his “Good Neighbor” policy to stimulate the American 
economy via trade and to ward off communist and fascist infl uence in the 
Western Hemi sphere. With British help, the United States established 
“listening posts” to monitor broadcasts. In 1938 a Division of Cultural Re-
lations was formed within the Department of State. The federal govern-
ment also subsidized private broadcasters and supported monitoring ser-
vices at Prince ton University and Stanford University. After the German 
attack on Poland in 1939 and intensifi cation of German propaganda in 
Latin America, a Council of National Defense was founded in August 
1940, and the publicity and broadcast functions of the State Department 
 were gradually upgraded and reor ga nized under the direction of a young 
Nelson A. Rocke fel ler.

In Eu rope, too, liberal constitutional states gradually realized the need 
to adapt communication to the atmosphere of international instability. In 
Britain in the 1920s, Prime Minister Lloyd George decided to be his own 
director of propaganda. Because he was a powerful orator with many con-
tacts in the newspaper world, he did reasonably well in matters of publicity. 
There  were other successes too. For example, at the Washington Naval 
Conference in 1921, the prime minister and his foreign secretary, Lord 
Balfour,  were impressive in their relations with reporters; they answered 
questions in detail, persuaded journalists that some matters had to be kept 
confi dential, and used news channels as a way to stimulate international 
dialogue. In this and other situations the prime minister and foreign secre-
tary had the assistance of a small department at the Foreign Offi ce that was 
responsible for press matters, but the arrangement was not to the liking of 
some civil servants there. Individuals such as Rex Leeper, Stephen Tallents, 
and Arthur Willert began a long- term effort to make the government more 
aware of the need for or ga nized attention to international publicity. Dur-
ing the 1920s Britain did not have much to show for it. One exception to 
the pattern was the Empire Marketing Board, established in 1926, a joint 
effort of business and government. But efforts to deal with the publicity 
aspects of colonial relations  were generally piecemeal. For example, in the 
1920s, when world press coverage dwelt on the brutality of British re-
sponses to the Irish in de pen dence movement, Britain’s reputation suffered 
for lack of a sophisticated media strategy. And in India in the 1920s and 
1930s the British proved to be no match for Gandhi, who brilliantly uti-
lized the media to garner international respect for his campaign of civil 
disobedience.22

France also made piecemeal use of international publicity. The French 
had led the world in such activity in the period 1880– 1914, when all the 
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58  Chapter 3

great powers used cultural propaganda to consolidate and expand empires. 
And, like the British, the French retained a press section at their foreign 
ministry after the war. But the French  were generally less effective than the 
British in using mass communication as a tool of foreign policy. The prob-
lem proceeded in the fi rst instance from the nature of journalism in France. 
The French press was vigorous: in Paris in 1929 more newspapers  were 
published daily than in any other city in the world.23 But French newspa-
pers tended to be journals of opinion. Editorials and long philosophical 
essays occupied much of the space. There was great diversity of opinion but 
not much emphasis on empirical, “objective” reporting— getting out into 
the streets and going to sources. Many French journalists  were authors 
with literary goals, while an equal number preferred to expound po liti cal 
philosophy, refl ecting the multiplicity and fragmentation in viewpoints 
among the nation’s numerous parties. The papers carried advertising but 
less than in Britain or the United States. Most depended on subsidies from 
interest groups, which often involved bribery. A journalistic environment 
of this kind had its strengths, for example, eloquence and literary quality. 
But it did not condition French diplomats and heads of state to make inge-
nious use of mass communication directed at very broad audiences of news-
paper readers, including foreign audiences. Thus, at the same Washington 
Naval Conference of 1921 where the British  were communicating effec-
tively, the French  were clumsy in their relations with journalists, and their 
international prestige suffered as a result.24 This happened again at the 
negotiations leading to the London Naval Treaty of 1930.25

The French also had to cope with the barrage of German newspaper 
publicity circulated from 1919 until 1933 by the Weimar Republic in pro-
test against such actions as the stationing of French troops in the Ruhr 
Valley in 1923 and the insistence of France that the Germans pay the repa-
rations imposed by the Treaty of Versailles. Overcoming the problem of 
adverse press coverage was especially challenging because of the many 
changeovers in government in France and the consequent diffi culty of pur-
suing any strategy of publicity consistently. In any case, there was a broad 
consensus among all the major French po liti cal leaders during the interwar 
period that mass publicity was not the best tool of discourse for the country 
to use in foreign affairs. The French preferred to focus on elites. Language 
was one consideration. Theirs was still the lingua franca of diplomacy. 
Most French leaders knew a fair amount of En glish or other languages. But 
they did not believe they knew enough to create publicity materials or craft 
quotable remarks that would adeptly manipulate the cultural symbols of 
the masses outside their own country. The French focused instead on direct, 
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The Democracies Try to Demobilize  59

usually private conversations with opinion makers in the countries they 
wanted to infl uence, and on favorable support among the many cultural 
organizations formed by admirers of the nation of Descartes, Molière, 
Hugo, and Cézanne. For example, French representatives in London and 
Washington, D.C.,  were very effective in winning adherents among high- 
level Francophile members of the business, journalistic, and diplomatic 
communities, who in turn spread the French message through cultural so-
cieties such as the Alliance Française (founded in Paris in 1882 to pro-
mote “French civilization”) and broader channels of communication. 
Along with private conversation, the French made strategic use of elite 
cultural events like museum exhibitions, concerts, and banquets. The 
cultural resources the French could bring to bear by this means  were im-
pressive. For instance, Jules Jusserand, who served as French ambassador 
to the United States from 1902 to 1925, was the winner of the fi rst Pulit-
zer Prize in History and was later elected president of the American His-
torical Association.26

In Britain in the interwar years, one enormous exception to the deem-
phasis on mass communication for international purposes occurred in 
1932, when the government reluctantly authorized creation of a BBC Em-
pire Ser vice. Another important development came in 1934 with the cre-
ation of the British Council to improve cooperation with overseas groups 
interested in cultural exchange. This was a tardy effort to match the inter-
national effectiveness of French cultural propaganda supported by elite 
clubs and societies in friendly countries. It also evidenced increased aware-
ness among the British of the need to counter the explicitly po liti cal propa-
ganda coming from the dictatorships in Italy, Germany, and Rus sia.

Another indicator of growing— if limited— awareness was the effort be-
gun in 1935 to plan for creation of a Ministry of Information, on the model 
of the First World War agency, in case war broke out. In the late 1930s the 
government set up several small, semi- secret organizations, with offi ces in 
London, to sketch out plans for subversive propaganda operations. And 
there  were a few private- sector efforts. For example, in 1935, the govern-
ment coordinated with Gaumont British News to produce newsreels mak-
ing the case for rearmament. The various efforts  were not centralized, and 
they worked at cross purposes until 1940, well after war had begun, when 
management became more effective.

In a speech he delivered to po liti cal leaders and opinion makers in Lon-
don in 1938, Sir Arthur Willert, one of the respected diplomats who had 
been struggling for many years to improve Britain’s overseas publicity, de-
scribed a recent visit to Italy to conduct offi cial business. In Rome he hailed 
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60  Chapter 3

a taxi and asked the driver to take him to the propaganda ministry. When 
they reached their destination, the driver asked for more specifi c direc-
tions. Willert had not known that the ministry occupied four large build-
ings over an area of several blocks. The British Foreign Offi ce at that time 
still needed only a few small spaces to  house its publicity functions.27

If governmental inattention to publicity was a factor in increasing inter-
national tension during the interwar years, so also was the private- sector 
failure of the press in the democracies to meet the challenge fully. A strik-
ing example of this contradiction was the tendency of interwar journalism 
to minimize the dangers inherent in the growth of the armaments indus-
try. Large economic interests found it easy to identify their own business 
success with patriotism and worked to distort the emphasis in news report-
age. In France, leading newspapers received subsidies from French arma-
ments manufacturers to run stories portraying ever larger arms buildups as 
the surest guarantees of peace. In the fl edgling republic of Czech o slo vak i a, 
the Skoda armaments fi rm subsidized several newspapers. In 1927, at the 
Geneva Naval Conference, American arms manufacturers engaged in 
behind- the- scenes attempts to infl uence press coverage. By 1934, in the 
United States, lobbying and manipulation of public opinion by international 
arms traffi ckers was of such concern that Congress undertook a special 
eighteen- month committee investigation, which was widely reported in the 
press. The hearings disclosed the many questionable activities of arms 
companies and offered a platform for isolationists who hoped to avoid in-
volvement in another world confl ict.28
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 4 DICTATORS CONQUER 

THEIR MEDIA

1919–1939

From the early 1920s on, there was a growing divergence in attitudes to-
ward media manipulation between the democracies and those countries 
where dictatorships  were taking root: in Mussolini’s Italy; in the new So-
viet  Union; in Germany, where Hitler became chancellor in 1933 and then, 
in 1934, führer; and in the autocratic regimes of China and Japan. While 
the democracies  were ambivalent about the use of media in foreign affairs, 
the dictatorships  were all too willing to continue exploring the relation 
between war and mass communication.1

Rus sia Becomes a Propaganda State

As industrialization came slowly to Rus sia in the late nineteenth century, 
the apparatus of mass communication also developed. In addition to a grow-
ing number of rail and telegraph links, there  were, by 1913, 1,158 newspa-
pers, several with a circulation of over 100,000. Most of the papers had 
readerships only in the largest cities, including Moscow and St. Petersburg, 
although even in these cases the suburbs  were not well served. Tsarist bu-
reaucrats censored all the publications, though less so after concessions to 
liberal reformers in the Revolution of 1905. By that time even the Bolshe-
viks had suffi cient press freedom to publish their party newspaper, Pravda 
(Truth), at least from 1912 to 1914.

Lenin viewed mass communication as an essential tool of revolution. In 
What Is to Be Done? (1902) and other early writings, he described the estab-
lishment of a national newspaper as imperative, and he laid great emphasis 
on coordinating reportage closely with reinforcing action by the party 
or ga ni za tion.

After the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 and the communist takeover of 
Rus sia, Lenin and the Communist Party enjoyed complete control of all 
communications media. Rus sia after 1917 has been called “the fi rst propa-
ganda state.”2 The term emphasizes the degree to which the Soviet rulers 
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62  Chapter 4

exerted a mastery of information, and to which indoctrination became an 
integral instrument of their rule.

By the time of the Bolshevik Revolution, Lenin had come to view propa-
ganda in multiple ways. At times he saw it as synonymous with all types of 
controlled dissemination of information, as, for example, in the design of 
the educational system. At other times he viewed it as part of the discourse 
on all subjects that took place among educated people. With regard to the 
masses, however, he tended to speak of “agitation propaganda” (agitprop), 
which was the focused marshaling of carefully assembled information— 
backed up by party action— to get people to do specifi c things. In all this 
there was a paradox. As a true believer, one of the many Marxists who  were 
convinced that communism would gradually spread to the  whole world 
through the power of historical determinism, Lenin was rather smug in his 
attitude toward propaganda. In some ways his thinking could be said to re-
semble that of the Roman Catholic Church during the Counter- Reformation. 
If one simply disseminated the already revealed, undeniable truth, then, in 
Lenin’s view, all people would be persuaded by its self- evident power. In 
this attitude Lenin was different from Hitler and Stalin, whose use of in-
formation had a ner vous, insecure quality. In action, however, Lenin was 
just as vigorous in his employment of propaganda as they  were. Through 
agitation, he believed, the inevitable coming of the classless society could 
be hastened.

Cinema received a great deal of attention. Because of tsarist censorship 
and the fear of new forms of communication, early- twentieth- century Rus-
sia had only an embryonic fi lm industry, and hardly exploited the pro-
paganda potential of the new medium even during the First World War. 
Tsarist rule emphasized command, not persuasion. The role of loyal sub-
jects was to obey. Lenin proceeded to woo the few private fi lmmakers who 
 were in operation, offering them much- needed supplies and cash, and then 
in 1919 nationalized the fi lm industry and began its slow expansion. Most 
early Soviet efforts  were newsreels. Soviet fi lmmakers also produced pro-
paganda fi lms, fi ve to thirty minutes long, such as Proletarians of the World 

Unite, which had no plot and emphasized posed scenes evoking the French 
Revolution; Frightened Burzhui, about a capitalist who becomes an insom-
niac; and For the Red Flag, in which a father joins the Red Army to atone for 
his son’s lack of communist zeal. The fi lms  were shown in cities and taken 
by specially equipped agit-trains to thousands of villages in the country-
side, providing many peasants with the fi rst motion picture experience of 
their lives, and reaching large illiterate audiences in a way that print could 
not. Party- endorsed speakers, or agitators, reinforced the messages of the 
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  63

fi lms. Lenin also made extensive use of posters, mobilizing the greatest 
Rus sian artists of the time. Some of them had to be forced to do the work. 
Others worked willingly, because they believed in the cause or saw it as 
their only way of earning a living and gaining an audience. Works of great 
creativity resulted, like the world- famous poster by D. S. Moor of a peasant 
enduring famine during the diffi cult early years of Bolshevism, and the 
graphically startling posters produced by various famous artists for display 
in the windows of Rus sian telegraph shops (one, for example, showing the 
revolutionaries of the Paris Commune of 1871 rising from the dead and 
marching under the red fl ag of the Soviets).

Although the communist takeover of Rus sia was a historically momen-
tous event, observers in western Eu rope and the United States had great 
diffi culty understanding it. Much of the perplexity was traceable to defi -
ciencies in journalism. Western reporters  were indeed present during the 
revolution. But the American freelance journalist John Reed and the Man-

chester Guardian correspondent Morgan Philips Price  were the only two 
Western reporters who manifested a deep understanding of events. Reed 
was a young, Harvard- educated bohemian socialist with a poetic sensibil-
ity. As correspondent for The Masses, a socialist journal published in the 
United States, Reed was in Petrograd in 1917 when Lenin returned from 
abroad and assumed control of the revolution. As he listened to the speeches, 
he realized that the communists truly did believe they could remake the 
world, and he was able to convey this awareness in his dramatic yet factual 
reports. Philips Price was able to capture the signifi cance of the revolution 
not only because of his personal insight but also because his paper, the 
Manchester Guardian, had almost a century of experience in reporting on 
labor- owner relations in the industrial north of En gland.3

A more typical reaction to the Bolshevik Revolution was that of the New 

York Times. In March 1918, when the new Soviet government made peace 
with Germany through the Brest- Litovsk Treaty, American news media 
refl ected the widespread shock and dismay among Western capitalist na-
tions. Walter Lippmann and his friend and fellow journalist Charles Merz 
documented this perplexity in an article of August 4, 1920, in the New Re-

public magazine in which the two reporters analyzed news stories and edito-
rials in the Times from March 1917 to March 1920. The survey revealed 
that up to the time of the Bolshevik Revolution, the coverage was optimis-
tic to the point of distortion and reinforced an assumption that Rus sia 
would continue to fi ght against Germany. After March 1918, however, the 
Times coverage was so skewed against the Soviets as to amount, in the 
words of Lippmann and Merz, to “or ga nized propaganda for intervention” 
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64  Chapter 4

against the Bolsheviks. For example, during the fi rst two years of the new 
Soviet state, the Times reported the collapse of the government ninety- one 
times, and throughout the period covered by the article the Times repeat-
edly editorialized about the need for vigilance against the Soviet drive for 
worldwide revolution. “The news about Rus sia is a case of seeing not what 
was, but what men wished to see,” Lippmann and Merz commented. They 
saw no reason to believe that other American newspapers  were any more 
accurate in their coverage. The American people  were being deprived of 
information that could have helped them make intelligent judgments about 
an important aspect of their country’s place in the world.4

Upon Lenin’s death in 1924, Stalin immediately began consolidating his 
power and soon became head of the party and the government. Stalin had 
personally witnessed the effects of propaganda during the Rus sian Revolu-
tion and Lenin’s coming to power. He had also gained experience as a jour-
nalist early in his life. Stalin intensifi ed the censorship that had been com-
mon under the tsars and then the Bolsheviks.

He developed additional means of manipulating opinion, such as the 
“show trials” of the 1930s, in which his opponents blurted out engineered 
confessions before juries and the foreign press. Stalin’s purges, in which he 
periodically reconfi gured the ruling elite around him by murder or exile, 
 were also made to serve propagandistic purposes. Those purged became 
nonpersons. Their names no longer appeared in the press. Censors doc-
tored photographs of past events to eliminate images of those who had 
been purged, while in photographs showing Lenin they superimposed im-
ages of Stalin to create the impression that he and Lenin had always worked 
closely together. Stalin also increased his control over the educational sys-
tem, for example, by ordering history books to be rewritten to exaggerate 
the importance of Rus sian and world communism. Perhaps the greatest 
change in propaganda from Lenin’s years was Stalin’s strategy of making 
himself the focus of national attention. Lenin had reluctantly allowed the 
revolution to depict him in heroic terms. But Stalin purposefully took the 
pro cess to extremes, not just permitting but consciously using the party 
publicity apparatus to craft a cult of personality that put him at the center 
of all things and conditioned the Soviet people to depend on him emotion-
ally as the father without whom all would be lost.

Mussolini Invents the Fascist Model

After the end of the Great War, Italy became an arena for a wide range of 
confl icting po liti cal groups that sought to exploit widespread discontent 
and reshape the nation according to their views. Benito Mussolini, the 
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  65

leader of the major right- wing group, developed a movement called Fascism 
(an allusion to the fasces, the rods that  were the symbol of ancient Roman 
authority), which advocated government by dictatorship, territorial expan-
sion, domination over inferior races, and emphasis on youthfulness and 
vigor in daily life. To aid him in his rise to power, Mussolini recruited 
armed thugs drawn from the ranks of the unemployed, including demobi-
lized veterans who still had their weapons and  were inured to brutality. 
These paramilitary supporters identifi ed themselves by wearing insignia 
and shirts and hats of specifi c colors, and they built morale through devices 
such as secret initiations, rousing songs, and rallies. The Fascist model was 
soon dominant in Italy and also began to attract the attention of right- wing 
groups in other countries, most notably Germany. Mussolini established 
a Fascist government in Italy in 1922. His entry into Rome to take over 
the government was chaotic but was quickly turned into a propagandistic 
event that became part of Fascist legend as the “March on Rome” which 
strategically inaugurated a new era.

Like Stalin, Mussolini had been a journalist and knew the importance of 
controlling the press. In December 1926 he issued decrees stating that Ital-
ian reporters could be put in jail for publishing stories hostile to the gov-
ernment. In May 1932 he amended existing laws to require that the editor 
or own er of every newspaper and magazine apply annually for a license to 
publish, which had to be approved by the local judiciary, the press offi ce of 
the Ministry of the Interior, and the Fascist Syndicate of Journalists.

In August 1933 Mussolini appointed his son- in- law Count Galeazzo 
Ciano to direct the press offi ce. In September 1934 he put the offi ce in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and under the control of the undersecretary of 
state for press and propaganda; later the same year he added control of the 
cinema to already existing press oversight. The functions of tourism, the-
ater, and face- to- face cultural exchange  were taken on by the same offi ce 
soon after. In June 1935 Mussolini gave these functions full cabinet status 
with the creation of a Ministry of Press and Propaganda (Ministero per la 
Stampa e la Propaganda). Its offi ces on the Via Veneto in Rome became a 
place of congregation for journalists. Ciano soon resigned to go off to the 
Ethiopian campaign, and Dino Alfi eri assumed his position. In June 1937 
the ministry took on the new name Ministry of Pop u lar Culture (Minis-
tero della Cultura Populare).

Mussolini’s governmental structure for press relations was as strict in 
most ways as that of other dictatorships. An important exception, at least 
at fi rst, was that foreign newspapers could be published and circulated, 
and news stories by foreign journalists  were not offi cially censored until 
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66  Chapter 4

December 1934. By these actions Mussolini hoped to create an illusion of 
press freedom and lull journalists into overlooking Italy’s preparations for 
going to war in Ethiopia. There was also less direct control. All foreign 
news reports had to be sent via government communications offi ces, where 
they  were routed by pneumatic tubes to censors. The censors did not revise 
dispatches, but they did delay reports they found objectionable, without 
telling the reporters, who in those days had no quick way of knowing 
whether their stories made it to the home offi ce promptly and  were pub-
lished. Fascist bureaucrats also monitored stories transmitted by telephone. 
Reporters knew how this system worked. When timing was not urgent, 
they often asked friends or fellow citizens heading home to carry informa-
tion with them. In addition, the post offi ce was available, since the mails 
 were not censored.

The Italian Fascists’ treatment of foreign news and the foreign press was 
clumsy and contradictory even on its own terms. In May 1937 Italy forbade 
its correspondents and diplomats to report on the coronation of King 
George VI in London. The following May, when Hitler came to Rome for 
a meeting with Mussolini, Fascist offi cials warned the editor of the promi-
nent French daily Paris Soir not to attend the event because he was on re-
cord as opposing the Rome- Berlin Axis pact and Germany’s annexation of 
Austria. In 1938, when Italy instituted anti- Jewish policies similar to those 
in Germany, offi cials compelled fi ve foreign journalists to leave the coun-
try. One, Paul Cremona, representing the Christian Science Monitor, was not 
Jewish; in fact he was related to a Catholic family that had been in Italy for 
three hundred years, but the Italian government refused to admit its mis-
take. All told, Mussolini ordered some twenty- four foreign correspondents 
to leave Italy during the years 1936– 1939. In December 1938 the govern-
ment published regulations forbidding Italian citizens to work for foreign 
news organizations. All of these actions prompted bitter commentary against 
Italy in the world press.5

Unlike other dictators, Mussolini failed to see the potential of the new 
medium of radio. He seldom entered a radio studio and confi ned his use of 
the medium mostly to placing a microphone in front of himself on the bal-
cony of the palace in Rome from which he gave his many bombastic 
speeches. His assistants  were more alert. They exploited radio for purposes 
such as broadcasting slanted accounts of the news, reminding people to 
exercise in the morning as part of the national duty to maintain good 
health, and praising Fascist public works projects like the draining of the 
Pontine marshes. From 1937 on, Fascist- oriented radio broadcasts  were 
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  67

heard weekly in all school classrooms by means of loudspeakers attached to 
radio receivers.

Mussolini was more imaginative in his use of the visual media. He 
funded statues and new buildings, encouraged poster art, and posed hero-
ically for thousands of photographs. He made extensive use of the motion 
picture. Throughout most of the 1920s American imports dominated the 
Italian fi lm market, but this gradually changed. The regime established a 
modern fi lm production studio on the outskirts of Rome. It began produc-
ing silent fi lm newsreels in 1928, adding sound by 1932. Mussolini himself 
previewed most of the fi lms before their release and provided a list of his 
preferences: for example, his favorite image was of the ice skater Sonja He-
nie, and he did not want coverage of po liti cal assassinations. All the news-
reels included heavy emphasis on Fascist activities such as peasant festivals, 
army marches, and contests of strength at Italian beaches. The government 
also produced documentary fi lms, covering topics like construction of Fas-
cist works of architecture and the elaborate planning for the Ethiopian war.

By the early 1930s the regime was also subsidizing feature fi lms, though 
more to protect the economy from American domination than because of 
any rigorous pursuit of propaganda potential. One explicitly Fascist feature 
fi lm was Vecchia guardia (1934), which glorifi ed the formation of youth 
groups and paramilitary units in small towns to guard against the commu-
nist menace. Another typical Fascist fi lm was La tavola dei poveri (1932), 
which praised the heroism of the poor and showed their gratitude when 
given free food at an outdoor banquet. Many of the subsidized fi lms might 
be better described as social realism, like the masterpiece Gli uomini, che 

mascalzoni! (1932), starring Vittorio De Sica, which deals with a working- 
class romance in a big city.6

Italian Fascists sought to export their methods. Their efforts  were never 
as extensive as those of the Germans or the Soviets, but there was a presence. 
The Italians undertook propaganda in Balkan countries, where they had 
natural ties resulting from centuries of contact across the Adriatic and the 
presence of Italian businesses and communities in that region. They also 
established a foreign- language radio broadcast ser vice in the Middle East.

Ethiopia Offers a Preview

Italy invaded Ethiopia in October 1935 and achieved victory seven months 
later in the spring of 1936. Around the world, newsreel audiences witnessed 
the pleas of Emperor Haile Selassie in his speech to the League of Nations. 
The League failed to come to the aid of the emperor, and media coverage 
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68  Chapter 4

magnifi ed its disgrace. In terms of mass communication, the war was a 
bridge. In the way it was conducted and reported, it often resembled impe-
rial exploits like the South African war of 1899– 1902. But it also foreshad-
owed, in limited ways, the communications environment of later confl icts.

The war in Ethiopia attracted journalists from many nations. This was 
one of the fi rst times that reporters used airplanes to get to the front 
to  describe combat fi rsthand. Conditions for reporters, as for combatants, 
 were harsh because of the diffi culties of food shipment, heat and dust, dys-
entery, malaria, and the heavy rain and mud. Gaining access to radio trans-
mitters was also diffi cult, and the costs of outfi tting and transportation 
made coverage of the war expensive. Addis Ababa, where most reporters 
 were stationed, was a boring town, and bickering developed among jour-
nalists as a result.

The war nevertheless attracted celebrated writers. One of the better- 
known Fascist supporters was Luigi Barzini, whose father had been a 
prominent journalist in the First World War. Barzini the younger reported 
for the Corriere della Sera of Milan, writing approvingly, even grandiosely, 
of Italian success in the confl ict. Evelyn Waugh represented the Daily Mail 
of London. The quality of his reporting was uneven, but he did attain fame 
for several novels he wrote about his time in Africa. The most celebrated 
was Scoop, published in 1938, which narrated the saga of a gardening cor-
respondent for a prominent London newspaper, the Daily Brute, who is ac-
cidentally sent to cover the war and writes dispatches of stunning verbosity. 
The novel uses comedy and mockery to question the obsessive efforts to 
feed the public’s appetite for sensation.7

Not surprisingly, the tone of Fascist propaganda during the Ethiopian 
confl ict was imperialist and racist. For example, an Italian poster justifying 
the war showed an image of a Roman- style arch emerging from a map of 
North Africa, and next to it a cartoon depicting an Italian “hygiene” worker 
hosing down an African child to clean away fi lth. A caption read, “When 
En gland was still barbarous, Rome ruled in Africa.”8

Germany Moves toward Thought Control

In 1919 German po liti cal leaders of liberal constitutional persuasion met in 
the city of Weimar (a symbol of liberal tradition because of its association 
with fi gures such as Goethe and Schiller) and established a republic. The 
new German state was unstable. Many po liti cal groups  were dissatisfi ed 
with the postwar peace settlement, particularly the requirements that Ger-
many pay large reparations, dismantle most of its military, cede parts of the 
industrial Rhineland to France, and accept sole guilt for having started the 
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  69

war. Severe economic problems, caused in part by the nation’s debts, cre-
ated additional distress. Splinter groups multiplied. These included right- 
wing parties that wanted to restore the empire and rebuild the army and 
navy, as well as left- wing groups including communists with ties to the 
Bolsheviks in Rus sia. As in Italy, the groups attracted discontented veter-
ans, the unemployed, and ordinary thugs, who reinforced their identities 
by wearing shirts of a designated color and pseudo- military insignia. The 
postwar mood among the right- wing groups included a widespread belief 
that Germany had not actually been defeated, an interpretation that was 
assisted by the fact that the war had ended with an armistice and no fi ght-
ing had occurred within German borders. A legend arose that Germany 
had lost the war because of a “stab in the back” (Dolchstoss), that is, a con-
spiracy from within. It was never clear whether the perpetrators had di-
rected the “stab” at the entire nation, the monarchy and its supporters, the 
military as a  whole, or the highly venerated offi cer class. Neither was there 
agreement as to who had done the deed. All the splinter groups accused one 
another.

Gradually during the 1920s the extremist group that became the most 
powerful was the National Socialist German Workers’ Party (Nazional 
Sozialistiche Deutsche Arbeiter Partei, or Nazi for short). It borrowed 
many of its ideas from Mussolini’s Fascist Party in Italy, including extreme 
nationalism and racism, glorifi cation of youthfulness and vigor, a large role 
for militarism, and the subsuming of differences of opinion within an un-
questioning loyalty to an almost superhuman leader (Führer in German, 
borrowed from Mussolini’s use of the title “il Duce,” which evoked ties to 
ancient Rome and Italian glory during the Re nais sance). The Nazi Party 
attracted support from many sources, including former generals, race- 
baiting intellectuals, and rich own ers of large businesses. Although Adolf 
Hitler did not found the party, he was soon the major fi gure because of his 
tremendous energy, mysterious personal magnetism, and ability to rouse 
crowds through heated speeches based on unoriginal, logically undevel-
oped ideas that nevertheless sounded profound when he uttered them. 
Hitler’s hyper- intense manner could seem comical to outsiders. But it was 
dangerous to underestimate him.

In 1920 and again in 1923 Hitler took part in failed attempts to over-
throw the government of the Weimar Republic. In prison in 1924, he wrote 
a self- pitying but perceptive autobiography, Mein Kampf (My Battle), pub-
lished in 1925. The book included a highly detailed plan to take over the 
German state and restore its international stature. In his strategy for gain-
ing power, both within Germany and beyond, Hitler assigned a very large 
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70  Chapter 4

role to propaganda. He had fi rst realized the importance of publicity and 
appeals to the mob while, as a down- and- out member of the underclass in 
- prewar Vienna, he had observed that city’s strident politics. He was also 
impressed by the importance of propaganda as a new weapon in the Great 
War, and followed its uses in the Rus sian Revolution and in Mussolini’s 
rise.

In Mein Kampf, Hitler divided all members of audiences into three 
groups. One is the great mass of people. Creatures of emotion, they have a 
limited capacity for logic, are not thoughtful, are afraid to develop opinions 
on their own, and need to be given their overarching ideas by others. Their 
situation is not regrettable as long as they are guided by upright, competent 
people who love the truth. But societal chaos will be the result if they are 
not wisely guided. Second, a small group of people have the capacity for 
leadership but have lost that capacity. For what ever reasons, they have be-
come disillusioned and emotionally exhausted, and are cynical about every-
thing they hear and read. They no longer have positive potential and must 
be managed carefully. The third group consists of a very small number of 
people who are capable of rigorous thinking and wise judgment. They read 
and listen with care and are not taken in by journalists, most of whom are 
unethical and manipulative. By what ever means necessary, the state must 
ensure that control goes to this third, elite group. This group, in turn, 
must aggressively utilize the educational system and the press to direct the 
energies of the other two groups into serving the state and the nation. The 
state must not be misled by the “prattle of so- called ‘freedom of the press,’ ” 
which is dangerous. But the press is still of huge importance. The press 
plays the major role in the shaping of “public opinion,” which is produced 
for the most part by “what is told to people through the pre sen ta tion of a 
continuous penetrating and per sis tent kind of so- called ‘enlightenment.’ ” 
This is Hitler’s conception of propaganda: a machinelike, relentless educa-
tion of the populace throughout their lives, not to stimulate freedom of 
thought but to ensure support for the activities of the state as determined 
by its leader.9

Hitler’s chief assistant in the manipulation of information was Paul Josef 
Goebbels. He received a Ph.D. in 1920 from the University of Heidelberg, 
then joined the Nazi Party in 1922 and became a member of the national 
parliament (Reichstag) in 1930. Goebbels was a vain, insecure, bitter indi-
vidual. He enjoyed controlling others but also seems to have needed a strong- 
willed person like Hitler for inspiration and a sense of certainty. Goebbels 
agreed with most of Hitler’s ideas about mass persuasion but differed in one 
important respect. Hitler believed in the power of something that Goebbels 
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  71

came to call the “big lie.” Hitler saw almost no limits to the credulity of the 
masses. They could be mesmerized by the sheer enormity of a claim, espe-
cially if it was continually repeated and widely spread through mass com-
munication. Goebbels was equally cynical with regard to the credulity of 
the masses, and was not above deploying large untruths when he regarded 
them as useful. But he believed that selective use of fact was the most ef-
fective form of propaganda. In his view, the persuader’s intentions should be 
cloaked in the truth whenever possible. By means of careful arrangement of 
facts and suppression of certain information when necessary, the propagan-
dist could lead an audience to the desired conclusion.

Through vicious, ingenious, relentless mobilization of his mass- based 
party and maneuvering within the Weimar po liti cal system, Hitler became 
chancellor of Germany in 1933. Then in 1934, after the death of President 
Paul von Hindenburg, he received the title of führer along with virtually 
unlimited dictatorial power. Goebbels became head of the Ministry for 
Propaganda and Enlightenment (Reichsministerium für Volksaufklärung 
und Propaganda, or RMVP) when it was created in March 1933. He im-
mediately began preparing the German people for war. The RMVP had 
twelve departments dealing with communications sectors from fi lm, the 
theater, press, and radio to culture and education. The authority of Goeb-
bels over the government’s relations with the media was never complete, 
however. Joachim Ribbentrop, the erratic diplomat who eventually became 
foreign secretary, dabbled in media relations and after 1939 persuaded Hit-
ler to enlarge his authority in this area. Hitler also created the position of 
Reich press chief, held by Otto Dietrich, who was  housed in Hitler’s offi ce. 
The Ministry of Propaganda instituted the procedure of daily briefi ngs for 
members of the press in Berlin, with instructions by telephone to journal-
ists in other cities. This followed the practice begun in Italy in 1926 and 
also pursued by the Japa nese beginning in 1937. Briefi ng offi cers frequently 
answered questions from reporters with the phrase “Hier ist nicht bekannt,” 
in other words, “no comment.” Increasingly, foreign correspondents chose 
not to attend.

An important prewar propaganda device of the Nazis was the Parteitag 
(party day, or party rally). In Mein Kampf, Hitler had assigned great impor-
tance to the use of mass meetings. The Nazis held a large rally annually 
in Nuremberg and repeated the format in similar gatherings throughout 
Germany. Albert Speer, Hitler’s chief architect (and later minister for arms 
production), created impressive stage settings. Over 500,000 party mem-
bers came to Nuremberg from all parts of Germany to have their banners 
blessed by the führer, pay homage to party members who, like Horst Wessel, 
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72  Chapter 4

had died for the cause, hear stirring music, and listen to the führer’s ora-
tions. The rallies took place at night, with the haunting canopy of black sky 
above. Searchlights pointed upwards, forming a pattern like the arches of 
a cathedral. Mass meetings of this kind combined old and new forms of 
communication: torches, drums, banners, the sky above, primitive theater, 
along with microphones, spotlights, loudspeakers, electricity, and multipli-
cation of on- the- scene effects by radio, fi lm, and the printed word.

Control of the press presented special problems for the Nazis. Radio and 
the cinema  were state- owned industries in the Weimar Republic, so Hitler 
gained control them as soon as he assumed power. The press, however, was 
privately owned. The Nazis had to conquer it by stealth. They gradually 
created a huge press monopoly.10 In the early 1920s Germany had one of 
the most active newspaper cultures in the world, composed of seven thou-
sand periodicals serving hundreds of audiences, four thousand daily and 
weekly newspapers, and a publishing industry that produced thirty thousand 
books a year. Gradually the principle of freedom of the press lost strength 
because of the po liti cal and economic chaos. In 1922, with the promulgation 
of a law for the defense of the republic, the Weimar government obtained 
power to penalize newspapers for actions judged to be revolutionary or op-
posed to the state. Controls became tighter in 1931– 32 with the issuance of 
Article 48, establishing emergency decrees in reaction to increasing chaos; 
henceforth the police controlled approval for all public placards and hand-
bills with po liti cal content. There  were also penalties for intemperate lan-
guage directed against public offi cials and organizations; the authorities 
could close newspapers for eight weeks and other periodicals for up to six 
months. In a separate law of July 1931 the government gained the authority 
to require editors and publishers to print apologies for language disruptive 
of the social order.

Such actions originated not so much from a philosophical opposition to 
freedom of the press as from the need to defend a beleaguered regime. In 
addition to the paramilitary violence of the Weimar era and the economic 
depression that began immediately after the Great War, the regime also 
had to contend with hate- fi lled attacks in the press. Communists  were ac-
tive in journalism; they founded the Rote Fahne (Red Flag) immediately af-
ter the Great War. Extreme right- wing journalism appeared in several 
newspapers funded by Alfred Hugenberg, former president of the Krupp 
armaments concern in the Ruhr area. The leader in capturing the press for 
the Nazis was Max Amann, who had been Hitler’s sergeant during the 
Great War. He used behind- the- scenes legal and business maneuvers, com-
bined with force when necessary. Amann was vulgar and had little formal 
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education or respect for intellect, but he had a cunning in business that 
Hitler appreciated. He began by acquiring the Eher Verlag publishing 
group in Munich and its newspaper, the Völkischer Beobachter (People’s Ob-
server). Next he directed party offi cials to develop local newspapers. As the 
power of the party increased, Amann gradually took over socialist and 
communist publishing concerns, sometimes by purchase but more often by 
verbal intimidation and selective use of violence. In the 1930s he gained 
control of the newspaper publishers’ association and engineered special 
laws and regulations that put hundreds of privately owned newspapers un-
der Nazi Party control. Additional takeovers occurred after the outbreak of 
war in 1939. In order to claim that capitalism was being preserved, some 
two thousand newspapers  were allowed to remain in private own ership, but 
regimentation of the press was uniformly strict. Not surprisingly, the ac-
curacy of information in German newspapers declined greatly after 1933.

Spain Becomes a Laboratory

Though not a major power in twentieth- century Eu rope, Spain took on 
great importance in the 1930s when its civil war drew the great powers into 
its vortex. In April 1931 a left- wing movement formed the Second Spanish 
Republic. It angered rightists by abolishing the titles of the nobility, curtail-
ing the power of the military, challenging the authority of the Catholic 
Church, and confi scating large landholdings. Leftists  were disappointed 
when the republic dissolved many public meetings, censored newspapers, 
and suspended many constitutional rights. Communists and extreme social-
ists attempted to push the republic further to the left. In 1934 the right- wing 
Falangist Party emerged as the leader of the forces attempting to bring back 
the older arrangements of power. Frequent street fi ghting took place in Ma-
drid, Barcelona, and other localities. In July 1936 the right- wing forces 
supported an army mutiny led by General Francisco Franco. Within only 
forty- eight hours, all of Spain found itself in a civil war that lasted until 
1939, when Franco defeated the Republicans and became dictator.

Great Britain, France, the United States, and the League of Nations all 
tried to broker an end to the confl ict. Foreign intervention in the form of 
actual combat began in July 1936, when both Hitler and Mussolini pro-
vided troops, air support, and equipment to Franco. The Soviet  Union sent 
a small force to help the Republicans. The United States, Great Britain, 
and other countries provided volunteers for an international brigade made 
up mostly of idealistic young men, including many artists and writers. 
Their participation throws into high relief a tendency that was presenting 
ever greater problems in the era of modern mass communication: the use of 
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74  Chapter 4

literary and artistic portrayal as a tool in its own right, to some extent re-
gardless of actual fact, for purposes beyond depicting the events at hand. 
The artists and writers who joined the international brigade saw the Span-
ish civil war as a powerful symbol, larger than the war itself, of struggles 
between authoritarians and demo crats, fascists and communists, intellec-
tual freedom and religious bigotry, the rich and the poor. George Orwell 
wrote about the war in Homage to Catalonia (1938), his bitter description of 
the takeover of Republican forces by the Stalinist wing of the Communist 
Party and the failure of his fellow journalists to write honestly about the 
dangers of totalitarianism. Ernest Hemingway’s novel about the war, For 

Whom the Bell Tolls (1940), was a best- selling tribute to the heroism of fi ght-
ers on the Republican side, but it lapsed into glorifi cation of the Stalinist 
values that had troubled Orwell. Hemingway also narrated the fi lm docu-
mentary The Spanish Earth.11

A striking example of the tendency of outsiders to see what they wanted 
to see in the war was a famous photograph by Robert Capa, fi rst published 
in the French magazine Vu on September 23, 1936, and then in Life maga-
zine on July 12, 1937. It carried a caption identifying the subject as a soldier 
“the instant he is dropped by a bullet through the head in front of Cor-
doba.” It was actually a photo of a soldier stumbling during training.12 The 
pain and evil of the war  were captured on canvas in Pablo Picasso’s por-
trayal, completed in 1937, of the German air attack on the small town of 
Guernica (approximately six thousand inhabitants at the time). This, too, 
was an example of outsiders projecting their own concerns onto the war. 
The painting was a faithful depiction of events, but Picasso also regarded it 
as an opportunity to express his anger related to developments in his per-
sonal life at the time. The image nevertheless exerted worldwide infl uence 
almost immediately through its circulation in newspapers and periodicals 
in many countries.

Although the environment was a dangerous one, reporters  were able to 
cover the civil war extensively, and more easily, for example, than confl icts 
in Asia. Print journalism was widespread and often eloquent. Radio reports 
gave a sense of immediacy and conveyed the drama of events through the 
dimension of sound. Still photography attained a new level of power, as 
witnessed in the photograph by Capa. Newsreel coverage was also exten-
sive. Not just in Spain but in many other countries, audiences had to come 
to terms with disturbing information. The media brought news of the fi rst 
bombardments of cities anywhere in Eu rope by fl eets of airplanes. (There 
had been a few dirigible attacks on London in the First World War, and 
German pi lots, singly or in small groups, occasionally dropped bombs, but 
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  75

the Spanish civil war marked the fi rst use of concerted air attacks.) The 
scale of brutality practiced by both sides in the confl ict aroused memories 
of atrocities, actual and fi ctitious, from the First World War.

Government news networks did not play much of a role in the civil war. 
Spain’s networks  were in too much disarray as a result of the violence and 
also the makeshift nature of the warring regimes. Germany, Italy, and the 
Soviet  Union chose to use their press resources for other purposes. As neu-
trals, the governments of the United States, Britain, and France did not 
involve their offi cial media resources. Freelance and news agency corre-
spondents from those three countries dominated the reporting. Some  were 
novices; others  were veterans of earlier war coverage and the recent warfare 
in Ethiopia.

By the time the war ended with Franco’s victory in March 1939, over 1 
million soldiers and civilians had been killed. As part of his new govern-
ment, Franco established a publicity or ga ni za tion on the fascist model that 
already existed in Italy and Germany, with its own offi cial news agency 
based in Madrid and a network of radio stations in Spain’s larger cities. At 
the outbreak of the Second World War, the Allies justifi ably did not trust 
Franco’s declarations that Spain would remain neutral. Nearby Portugal, 
since 1933 also a dictatorship, came closer to fi lling that role. It was not so 
much a producer of newspaper, periodical, and broadcast reports as it was 
a crossroads for their physical exchange, and a place to trade gossip and 
the products of espionage.13

Asia Regiments Its Media

In the early twentieth century, an important story of war, peace, and the 
media was unfolding in East Asia. In the late nineteenth century, to avoid 
being overrun by Western imperialists as the Chinese had been, Japan un-
dertook a radical restructuring of its society which included adopting West-
ern methods of economic and military or ga ni za tion, along with its own in-
creasingly intense program of imperialistic expansion. Japan saw China as a 
source of raw materials and a vast market for its growing industries. Using 
its new steam- powered navy, and its military equipped with arms manufac-
tured at Western- style factories, Japan defeated China in the Sino- Japanese 
War of 1894– 95, expanded its infl uence by victory in the Russo- Japanese 
War of 1904– 5, and annexed Korea in 1910.

There was a Chinese Republic based at Peking, founded in 1912 by Sun 
Yat- sen. The Kuomintang (National People’s Party) established a govern-
ment at Nanking in 1928, led by Chiang Kai- shek, who had been military 
adviser to Sun Yat- sen and who gained the reins of power after Sun’s death. 
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76  Chapter 4

Western nations gave Chiang’s government diplomatic recognition in 
1928. The year before, a radical wing of the Kuomintang, led by Mao Tse- 
tung, had established a communist or ga ni za tion based at Hankow. It ha-
rassed Chiang until 1934, when the communists, increasingly in fear of be-
ing overwhelmed by Chiang’s forces, made a “Long March” west to Shensi 
province and established a capital in the mountains at Yenan.

When he proclaimed the Republic of China in 1912, Sun Yat- sen was 
already aware of the importance of propaganda. He had learned from 
centuries- old Chinese traditions like the use of imperial edicts to proclaim 
the ruler’s will to the population; and he also understood how, in his own 
era, local groups of students, business organizations, and his party follow-
ers  were strengthening their efforts by adapting Western- style techniques 
of publicity. Sun used newspapers, pamphlets, posters, songs, and cartoons 
to motivate revolutionaries, along with mass mobilization drives based on 
trades groups, po liti cal clubs, student associations, and other entities. Then 
in the 1920s, Sun was approached by representatives from the Soviet  Union 
who wanted to move the revolution along. They pointed out to him that 
Lenin had institutionalized the concept of propaganda as something that 
ought to function on two tracks: the propagation of ideas, especially to 
elites and the educated; and agitation, both to reinforce ideas transmitted 
to the elites and also to motivate the masses through simple messages and 
reinforcement by techniques such as repetition and the use of party repre-
sentatives who worked face- to- face with them at the local level. In response, 
Sun enlarged his concept of propaganda to a certain extent, involving his 
po liti cal party apparatus in more active direction of publicity, and includ-
ing some efforts at agitation. But he did not follow through. He put his 
greatest faith in a military solution to the challenge of consolidating the 
republic, even though the Soviet advisers counseled that such a strategy 
was premature without adequate advance work to make the common peo-
ple receptive. Increasingly Sun limited his propaganda to urban elites, the 
educated, and a few select groups such as secret societies. He assumed that 
the masses would simply follow along.

After Sun’s death in 1925, Chiang Kai- shek continued Sun’s pattern and 
even extended it somewhat, for example, by including mass persuasion as 
one of the skills taught at his military academy, where, ironically, Mao Tse- 
tung was initially one of the directors of propaganda.14 But Chiang’s ap-
proach was in conspicuous contrast to that of the communists, who did 
follow through on the Leninist model. From the late 1920s on, after Mao 
and Chiang split, the communists not only directed propaganda at urban 
populations but also worked increasingly to win over China’s vast rural ar-
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  77

eas by the use of tools appropriate to an illiterate population, such as illus-
trated handbills, visually arresting posters, rousing songs, and village 
speeches and discussions or ga nized by party agitators. To bring home their 
message further, the communists evolved an elaborate strategy of indoctri-
nation. Recruits to the army and the party underwent a pro cess of re-
orientation that emphasized self- examination, shame, public expression of 
remorse for past errors, learning the new way of thinking of the party, and 
participation in the larger program of proselytizing.15

In 1929 Chiang Kai- shek’s Nationalist government accused Moscow of 
violating agreements; the Soviets stationed Red Army troops on the Man-
churian border, and four months of frontier battle followed. Japan sent 
troops into Shantung province in 1929. In 1930 the Nationalists decided 
that they did not have suffi cient resources to force Japan out of China and 
chose instead to live with the Japa nese presence. Squabbles over trade fol-
lowed until the summer of 1931, when Japan attacked Manchuria, gaining 
control by the end of the year.

The Japa nese drove the Chinese Nationalist government out of Nan-
king in 1937 and forced it to reestablish its capital far to the west in Chunk-
ing in 1938. The Chinese communist government, based to the north in 
Yenan since 1934, was by this time cooperating with the Nationalists in the 
effort to drive out the Japa nese, although the Japa nese military had de-
feated the combined Chinese forces near Shanghai in 1937.

Western nations  were not well equipped to understand these develop-
ments. In the West during the 1920s and 1930s, the average person’s view 
of “the Far East” and “the Orient” was a mixture of fragmentary informa-
tion and ste reo types. The Far East was the source of tea, beautiful art and 
fashions, amusements like Ping- Pong and mah- jongg, and the sturdy peas-
ants in Pearl S. Buck’s novel The Good Earth (1931), which helped her win 
the Nobel Prize for literature the following year. But just as frequently, the 
images evoked a world of strangeness and evil that led Western audiences 
to see the region as a place where war was endemic and efforts to broker 
peace  were pointless. Some of the imagery went back to the nineteenth 
century: Western wars of imperialism, the association of the East with 
opium, and literary characters like the villains in the wildly successful 
Sherlock Holmes stories and the Fu Manchu novels of Sax Rohmer (born 
Arthur Henry Ward in Birmingham). Most of the images reinforced fears 
of a “Yellow Peril” that infl uenced parties as diverse as Kaiser Wilhelm in 
Germany and nativists who rioted against Chinese residents in the western 
United States. The negative imagery persisted and expanded in the 1920s, 
for example, as an infl uence on conceptions of noir in pop u lar literature, 
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78  Chapter 4

and the precursors to fi lm noir in Hollywood productions like Shanghai 

Express (1932) starring Marlene Dietrich, The Mask of Fu Manchu (1932) 
with Boris Karloff, and the detective movies of the 1930s featuring 
Mr. Moto and Charlie Chan.

Western diplomatic staffs assigned to East Asia  were small in compari-
son to the resources focused on the West. And the same was true of news 
organizations. Institutions of higher education did not produce a large 
number of graduates with expertise in this part of the world. The hiring 
pool for the media was also small. Few reporters  were stationed in East Asia 
long enough to develop knowledge in depth.

Newspapers on the Western model came to China in the late nineteenth 
century, fi rst to provide business news related to international trade in the 
port cities. Sun Yat- sen developed a party press or ga nized around the 
Chung- kuo Jih- pao (Chinese Daily Paper), begun in 1899. After the Revolu-
tion of 1911, some fi ve hundred papers appeared. Most  were developed by 
Chinese who had learned Western journalism overseas. Many  were soon 
suppressed, however, because the regime feared free speech. Those that 
remained focused on economic development and daily business matters. 
This pattern continued under Chiang Kai- shek. The Nationalists had an 
offi cial press agency (Chung Yang Sheh, the Central News Agency), estab-
lished in 1924, the fi rst signifi cant news agency in China; it also published 
a newspaper, Chung Yang Jih Pao (Central Daily News), at Nanking. The 
Nationalists also had a Central Publicity Board in the Kuomintang Party, 
a Department of Intelligence and Publicity in the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, and a separate Ministry of Communications. But Japa nese military 
activity disrupted these functions. Nationalist censorship was mostly unof-
fi cial before 1931, but in May of that year the Nationalists announced more 
stringent policies, for example, censoring the foreign communications 
organizations based in the International Settlement in Shanghai. Foreign 
reporters never knew if their dispatches got through to the West or  were 
secretly edited by the Nationalists. Starting in May 1933 the Nationalist 
government required international correspondents to apply for offi cial 
accreditation.16

Meanwhile, Japan was greatly expanding its mass communications. 
The fi rst newspapers in Japan on the Western model dated from 1861, 
when an En glishman founded the Nagasaki Shipping List and Advertiser. 
Readership grew rapidly, more so than in China as a result of the drive for 
literacy that accompanied the general push for Westernization. After insti-
tution of the Meiji Constitution in 1890, papers serving both po liti cal and 
commercial functions emerged, including the Asahi Shimbun (Morning 
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  79

Sun), which received much of its overseas news from Reuters, and its 
competitor the Mainichi Shimbun (Daily Paper), which created its own 
overseas ser vice.

By 1910 Japan had 250 newspapers. They  were a major force leading to 
the establishment of universal voting rights for men in 1925. There was also 
a small radio network, the Japan Broadcasting Network (Nippon Hoso 
Kyokai, or NHK), established in 1925. Two Japa nese news agencies, 
Rengo and Dentsu, supported correspondents in major cities throughout 
the world. One of Japan’s daily newspapers, Asahi, producing editions in 
Tokyo and Osaka, was said to have the largest circulation of any paper in 
the world. Other major papers  were Mainichi, which served Osaka and 
Kyoto, and Nichi Nichi in Tokyo.

Even though it was fragmentary, the information about East Asia re-
ceived in the West was suffi cient to engender great fascination and a hun-
ger for more. Western publications such as the Saturday Eve ning Post and 
Collier’s  were in the market for interesting stories, and they subsidized re-
porters willing to journey to the region. Thus a Western journalistic pres-
ence gradually emerged. Two American journalists, William and Rayna 
Prohme,  were among the earliest. Like John Reed and his wife, Louise 
Bryant, who had gone to Rus sia, they  were young bohemian idealists eager 
to visit exotic nations where new forms of society seemed to be in the pro-
cess of creation. William Prohme was a German American, originally from 
Brooklyn, who found work with the San Francisco Examiner in the 1920s and 
became fascinated by the Pacifi c region. Rayna Prohme was from an upper- 
class Jewish family in Chicago. Defying cultural categories, she moved west 
and met Prohme in Berkeley. The two made their way to China, where they 
worked as reporters for Western news outlets and also served as propagan-
dists for Sun Yat- sen. After Chiang Kai- shek came to power, they sided 
with the communists. American reporters who joined with them to write 
stories supportive of the communists included Vincent Sheehan, Anna 
Louise Strong, and Edgar Snow. Snow, in par tic u lar, went on to exert enor-
mous infl uence over Western perceptions of China through newspaper re-
portage and best- selling books like Red Star over China (1937). Although he 
was a credulous observer, his writings enjoyed huge sales throughout the 
West and gave readers their fi rst detailed reports about Mao Tse- tung and 
the kind of society he was trying to create. Two other infl uential American 
journalists, slightly younger,  were Theodore H. White and Annalee Ja-
coby. The brilliant reporting they did in the 1930s and 1940s attracted 
large audiences; it is epitomized in their book Thunder Out of China (1946), 
which recapitulates the experiences of their earlier years there.17
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80  Chapter 4

For Westerners, covering Japan was more diffi cult. The Japa nese gov-
ernment did not at fi rst exploit the interest of foreign journalists in their 
country. The famous American writer Jack London, who had journeyed 
across the Pacifi c to cover the Russo- Japanese War of 1904– 5, was forced to 
remain in his hotel in Tokyo in the early stages of hostilities and to get in-
formation as best he could. The Japa nese secret police harassed him at fi rst 
but eventually gave him permission to go to Korea and witness Japa nese 
troop movements there, enabling him to send exciting reports back to the 
Hearst newspapers in the United States. But when London got in a fi stfi ght 
with a Japa nese soldier, he was imprisoned and threatened with execution. 
His fellow correspondent Richard Harding Davis and President Theodore 
Roo se velt had to intervene to secure London’s safe return to America.18

A growing community of Western correspondents operated out of 
 Tokyo from the early 1920s on, often traveling to cover stories in Peking 
and Shanghai. In 1932, when the Japa nese invaded Shanghai, correspon-
dents fi led some thirty thousand words each day to New York at the cost of 
$4,000 per day, also providing still photographs and newsreel fi lms that 
shocked Western audiences.

A small number of Western journalists sought to continue reporting 
events in Japan under diffi cult circumstances. Reuters offered facilities. A 
Danish- owned telegraph provided transmission through Siberia to Copen-
hagen. But censorship in Japan was a major problem. There was a “Danger-
ous Thought Act” in effect, dating from 1925, and in 1932 Japan established 
a Bureau of Thought Supervision in the Ministry of Education. News cov-
erage soon became even more subject to offi cial control. When the Man-
churian campaign began in 1931, the chief of the Japa nese Information 
Bureau in the Foreign Ministry tried to be open with reporters, but he was 
replaced in 1933 by a more rigid offi cial, who was in the habit of responding 
to all questions, “We have no report.” The assassinations of two of Japan’s 
prime ministers, in 1930 and 1932, made the government cautious in its 
dealings with foreigners and more rigid in control of the press at home. 
The police gained the power to censor foreign reporting about military 
and diplomatic matters, while censors reviewed printed materials entering 
Japan. The authorities frequently seized copies of Time magazine and cut 
out key stories with scissors. Publications thought to have communist con-
nections  were confi scated. In 1935, when the American magazine Vanity 

Fair published a caricature of Emperor Hirohito, the Japa nese government 
fi led a formal protest with the U.S. Department of State. So worried  were 
the Japa nese authorities regarding potential harm that in 1935 the military 
physically attacked at least three publishers and arranged for the destruc-
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  81

tion of the presses of another. In 1935 the government took control of the 
NHK news agency, and in 1936 merged two other private news agencies 
into a government- controlled entity, the Allied News Agency (Domei 
Tsushin- sha, or Domei), subsidized by the Ministry of Communication.

By 1936 Japan was under the control of a military government. That 
same year the Japa nese signed the Anti- Comintern Pact opposing the So-
viet  Union and creating the Rome- Berlin- Tokyo Axis. By this time the 
Japa nese regarded most foreign correspondents as spies, and both foreign 
correspondents and Japa nese newspaper staffs and own ers  were becoming 
accustomed to being warned not to fi le reports giving the impression that 
the Japa nese  were warlike.

In 1937, when Japa nese forces attacked China, some fi ve hundred Japa-
nese reporters accompanied the troops. In September 1937 the Japa nese 
made a highly brutal attack on Nanking. The Japa nese aerial bombardment 
of the city that year is generally regarded as the fi rst large- scale airplane at-
tack in history on an urban civilian population. Although the bombardment 
of Guernica in the Spanish civil war preceded it, the assault on Nanking was 
on a much greater scale. Brutality increased as the Japa nese army entered 
the city in December. They rounded up large numbers of Chinese men for 
execution and then dumped the bodies into the river. The Japa nese held 
killing contests to see who could use a sword to chop off the most heads. 
Large numbers of Chinese women and girls  were subjected to multiple 
rapes and then killed in a bestial manner. Reporting of all these events was 
extensive. The Japa nese supplied news bulletins, photographs, and newsreel 
fi lms to the home islands. Western residents of Nanking, massed together 
in the International Safety Zone created by the Japa nese to avoid overtly 
provoking the Western nations,  were able to send out descriptions of what 
they had witnessed. Among the Westerners in the city  were not only jour-
nalists but also large numbers of articulate missionaries. The Japa nese made 
some attempt to censor foreigners but, strangely, seem not to have consid-
ered the fact that, even with full censorship, Westerners could still learn of 
events from copies they received of the newspapers and fi lms being circu-
lated in Japan. The Japa nese government was extremely proud of its success 
in Nanking and did not think that violence on such a scale was improper in 
war, whether in combat or in the treatment of civilians, whom the Japa nese 
tended to see as extensions of the enemy’s military capacity. When photo-
graphs of the Japa nese soldiers engaging in their beheading contests ap-
peared in Japa nese newspapers, families in Tokyo celebrated the victory 
by enjoying specially prepared meals of Nanking noodles. Only after news 
reports in the Western media led to international condemnation did the 
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82  Chapter 4

Japa nese attempt to sanitize the story of the invasion with hastily arranged 
propaganda. The truths initially available in the Japa nese media  were rein-
forced by the reports from the International Safety Zone. Journalists such 
as Frank Tillman Durdin of the New York Times and Archibald Steele of the 
Chicago Daily News risked their lives to obtain information in Nanking, help 
the Chinese, and then make their way to Shanghai to fi le stories. Two 
American newsreel cameramen, representing Universal and Fox Movie 
Tone, recorded the Japa nese bombing and sinking of the U.S. gunboat 
Panay in the Yangtze River, then smuggled their fi lm to the West, where 
excerpts  were shown in hundreds of movie theaters.

To stem the tide of such reports, the Japa nese soon instituted extreme 
censorship of Western reportage. President Roo se velt assisted them in a 
way. In 1937– 38 the United States and other Western nations  were preoc-
cupied with events in Eu rope and  were not eager to be dragged into a war 
in Asia. Roo se velt pronounced himself “shocked” by events in Nanking, 
which was no doubt true, but he sought to keep the worst of the news from 
Western audiences. He asked one of the U.S. newsreel men to excise some 
thirty feet of fi lm— which showed Japa nese planes strafi ng the Panay at 
deck level— from the version shown to U.S. audiences, fearing that the im-
ages would arouse war fever among Americans. The failure to include these 
images made it easier for Western audiences to believe the claim of Japa-
nese propagandists that the bombing of the Panay had been an accident. 
Reporters and clergy in the International Safety Zone refused to surrender 
to censorship. Mobilizing their considerable rhetorical skills, they leaked 
reports out of Nanking that made their way into Western publications such 
as Time, Reader’s Digest, and the Manchester Guardian. Western outrage never 
 rose to the degree necessary to prompt action against Japa nese methods of 
war in the 1930s. Many viewers  were disturbed by the images recorded on 
fi lm, which  were undeniable. But many others categorized the events in 
Nanking as something happening far away, typical of the behavior of “infe-
rior” Asian races, and in any case not worth shifting the United States from 
isolationism into a war in the East. In response to the print reports, many 
readers took refuge in denial and dismissed the information as reminiscent 
of the propaganda that had been ubiquitous in the Great War.19

By 1939 Western correspondents in Japan  were experiencing even more 
hostility than before owing to a Japa nese perception that they favored the 
Chinese. In 1939 and 1940 several U.S. correspondents in Tokyo  were ar-
rested and forced to undergo intimidating interrogations; one was mur-
dered. In Manchukuo (Japa nese Manchuria) several  were abducted and 
simply vanished.
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  83

As late as 1938 Japa nese newspapers still struggled to maintain some 
degree of in de pen dence. In December, when the prime minister delivered 
an important policy address over the radio and did not invite the press to 
cover it, a group of prominent editors and publishers protested, helping to 
hasten the resignation of the government. But the following year, under 
the new but also very militarized government, control of the press became 
stricter, with extensive powers given to local courts and the ministries of 
war and the navy. By the end of 1939, some six hundred newspapers and 
periodicals had been suppressed; many had been forced to merge; supplies 
of newsprint came under government control; proofs had to be shown 
to censors before publication; and reporters could be arrested simply for 
being “uncooperative.”

By 1940 a highly articulated publicity structure was in place to serve of-
fi cial needs. The information offi ces in the ministries of war, the navy, and 
foreign affairs worked with the cabinet’s Board of Information, which had 
the power to approve all press releases both foreign and domestic. The 
board had a staff of about one hundred. Foreign correspondents could now 
sense that the population of Japan had been told to avoid them. Many inter-
national journalists left the country. Around the same time, the Japa nese 
began to put pressure on foreign own ers of newspapers and periodicals to 
sell. In February 1941 the Japa nese Diet, or parliament, approved a law im-
posing severe penalties, with no rights of appeal, against anyone suspected 
of revealing state secrets, a concept defi ned so broadly that it included al-
most all military, diplomatic, and commercial matters, even simple reports 
of government meetings. In early 1941 a new Board of Censorship was es-
tablished in Tokyo. By this time government offi cials  were in the habit of 
declaring that a major object of Japa nese foreign policy was to drive the 
white man out of Asia.20

The Media Intensify a Crisis

After Hitler annexed Austria in March 1938, he more forcefully reiterated 
claims he had been making for some time that the Sudetenland, the 
German- speaking area of Czech o slo vak i a, ought to be joined to the Reich 
as well. His aggressive posturing raised the possibility of war. Hoping to 
preserve peace, the British prime minister, Neville Chamberlain, met with 
Hitler, Mussolini, and the French premier, Édouard Daladier, in Munich 
in September 1938. After intense negotiations Germany received the Sude-
tenland in exchange for a promise not to attack the rest of the country. 
Newsreel fi lms captured Chamberlain’s dramatic return by airplane to 
Britain and his declaration that the agreement augured “peace for our 
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84  Chapter 4

time.” But “appeasement,” as it was called, did not prevent war. Hitler an-
nexed the rump portions of Czech o slo vak i a in March 1939 and then at-
tacked Poland in September, leading Britain and France to declare war.

Advances in mass communication intensifi ed the international atten-
tion focused on the Munich conference. One innovation was a new tech-
nique of still photography pioneered by the German photographer Erich 
Solomon. He was already by this time a recognized master in the use of 
the 35- millimeter camera. At Munich he contributed to the sense of drama 
through his “candid camera” technique, which captured close- up images of 
famous conference participants even when fl ash photography was not pos-
sible and he had to make use of available light.

The Munich crisis also marked a greatly enlarged role for radio. From 
the early 1930s on, shortwave broadcasts had been added to regular broad-
casts by the BBC in Britain, Radiodiffusion Française in France, the NHK 
in Japan, the NBC, CBS, and MBS radio networks in the United States, 
and other organizations. Millions of people, the largest news audiences 
ever reached, listened simultaneously to reports in real time during the 
dramatic negotiations of 1938. They could hear the actual voices of world 
leaders and background sounds. By this time broadcasters had developed 
ways of constructing suspenseful narrations and descriptions, delivered by 
reporters who had learned their trade in the print world but had a special 
ability to modulate their voices and project a sense of drama. Some spoke 
extemporaneously, some worked from their own scripts, and some had scripts 
written for them. Protocols for in- depth analysis  were also in evidence, as 
broadcasters commented on the news at length, either individually or in on- 
air groups usually gathered together in the same studio. H. V. Kaltenborn, 
one of the newscasters at NBC, made the technique more elaborate. He 
dramatically occupied a central studio and from there orchestrated the 
broadcast of a sequence of commentaries and reports by radio journalists 
who transmitted their remarks to him from the various countries where 
they  were stationed.

World opinion eventually assigned Chamberlain almost sole blame for 
the erroneous concessions at Munich, and for sacrifi cing Czech military 
and industrial resources. But the pop u lar openness to fascist appeals in the 
media was also a cause of Hitler’s aggressiveness. During the Ethiopian 
war of 1935– 36, French papers accepted bribes to publish stories sympa-
thetic to the Italian Fascists. In Britain the editors of The Times, the Sunday 

Observer, and perhaps the Daily Telegraph all supported appeasement in 
principle. Geoffrey Dawson, the editor of The Times, wrote privately of the 
Germans in 1937, that he did his utmost, “night after night, to keep out of 
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Dictators Conquer Their Media  85

the paper anything that might have hurt their susceptibility.” Dawson also 
aggressively edited dispatches from his paper’s correspondent in Berlin, 
Norman Ebbutt. In 1938, when Hitler annexed Austria, Dawson wrote ap-
provingly, in an editorial in The Times, about Hitler’s “triumphal progress” 
into the country and said there was “no room for doubt about the public 
jubilation with which he and his army  were greeted everywhere,” even 
though The Times was simultaneously publishing dispatches from its own 
correspondents in Vienna that largely contradicted Dawson’s analysis. In 
1938, during the diplomatic maneuverings at Munich, the German govern-
ment was able to bribe many French newspapers to publish stories favorable 
to its purposes. The Times, directed by Dawson, voiced approval for Hitler’s 
demands; Dawson also printed slanted reports on parliamentary speeches 
opposing appeasement. Even more overt was the manipulation of news by 
Lord Beaverbrook’s papers leading up to and during the Munich crisis. 
Another infl uential fi gure who failed to voice concern about German ag-
gressiveness was Lord Reith, head of the BBC.21 When the press in demo-
cratic countries did so little to protest Hitler’s actions in Austria and 
Czech o slo vak i a, it became much easier for the führer to think he could get 
away with almost anything.
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